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( i) 
ABSTRACT 
In this thesis a study is made of the relationship 
between the algebraic structure and the topology of 
topological algebras. Since the announcement in 1938 of 
the Gelfand-Mazur theorem a number of results have appeared 
which show that certain algebraic structures can only be 
compatible with a complete normed topology in finite 
dimensional algebras. These are studied against a wider 
topological background to give some indication of the 
mechanisms involved which produce such Gelfand-Mazur type 
theorems and some new results along these lines are 
established . 
The structure of the ideals, in particular the prime 
ideals, of Frechet and Banach algebras is examined and we 
show that no infinite dimensional separable Banach algebra 
can be a locally Noetherian domain or have all finitely 
generated ideals principal. Prime ideals also arise in 
consideration of problems about factorization, notably in 
connection with the question: "can an infinite 
dimensional Banach algebra be a U.F.D.?" Some partial 
results on this and related factorization questions are 
obtained but the answer in genera l remains elusive. 
(ii) 
INTRODUCTION 
A topological algebra is an algebra equipped with a 
topology for which the algebraic operations are continuous. 
This simple connection between the algebraic and 
topological structures has significant consequences in 
determining what types of algebras may be given a 
particular topology. In particular certain algebraic and 
topological structures are only compatible in finite 
dimensional topological algebras. Theorems establishing 
such cases are usually known as "Gelfand-Mazur type" after 
the famous Gelfand-Mazur theorem, which states that any 
complex division algebra which is a Banach algebra must 
be isomorphic to ~ • 
In Chapter Two we examine a number of Gelfand-Mazur 
type theorems, some of which are extensions of known 
results from Banach algebras to a wider topological context. 
The benefit of such extensions is that it is possible to 
highlight those particular properties of certain infinite 
dimensional topological algebras which make them 
incompatible with some algebraic structures. Essentially 
two properties emerge as being crucial in this respect : 
if A is a Banach algebra then 
of 
n 
I 
J..= 1 
( 1 ) for any countable collection ( X . ) 
,{, 
A 
\. 
,{, 
there are distinct complex numbers 
x. converges to an element of A • 
.{. 
J\ . 
L 
of elements 
such that 
(2) If x is a topological divisor of zero but 
not a left divisor of zero in A then xA is not closed. 
j 
Algebraic structures defined locally, that is in 
terms of the elements of A, for example von Neumann 
regularity or spectral finiteness, can then be violated 
by using (1) to construct a suitable element of A • 
The second condition comes into play in ideal theoretic 
conditions such as the requirement that A be Noetherian 
or that all maximal ideals of A are princip~l. 
Property (1) holds for all complete metric algebras while 
(2) is peculiar to Banach algebras, and examples are 
provided to illustrate the strength of our Gelfa nd ·-Ma zur 
type theorems. 
(iii) 
In commutative algebras the most important ideals are 
the prime ideals, and their study in Frechet and Banach 
algebras is undertaken in Chapter Threee Conditions 
ensuring the existence of prime ideals are established 
and we use the techniques of J9 Esterle [26] to extend 
some results of Dietrich Jr~ [19] about chains of prime 
ideals in uniform algebras to a more general context. 
We introduce a new class of elements, the primary elements , 
and use them to tackle the question of whether each 
finitely generated ideal of an infinite dimensional Banach 
algebra can be principal9 This is answered by showing 
that it is possible, but only for non-separable algebras. 
Chapter Four is concerned with aspects of factorization 
in Banach algebras. The main question is whether an infinite 
dimensional Banach algebra can be a unique factorization 
domain, and while we show that this is not true for certain 
types of algebras the general case has yet to be resolved. 
Factorization of ideals is also examined , and we show that 
no infinite dimensional commutative Banach algebra can be 
(iv) 
locally Dedekind. In the case of commutative separable 
infinite dimensional Banach algebras we improve the result 
of Sinclair and Tullo [71] by showing that no such algebra 
can be locally Noetherian. We close with three 
constructions of Banach algebras which provide answers 
to questions posed by J. Esterle and R.J. Loy. The 
calculations involved are rather cumbersome but necessary 
to the understanding of the examples and so are included 
here almost in full. 
CHAPTER OE 
BACKGROUND 
§1 RINGS AND ALGEBRAS 
An algebra over a field K is a ring A which is a 
vector space over K and satisfies a (ng) - ( a6 )g = n ( ag ) 
for all a E K , For our purposes K 
will always be taken as the field of complex numbers. 
1 . 
We assume that the reader is acquainted with the basic theory 
of rings and algebras as found in [56 Chapters 1 and 2] 
though it will be helpful to recall some definitions here. 
A ring R is said to be Artinian if for every 
descending chain of ideals I 7 ? I 2 ~ •.. there is some IK 
\vi th IK = IK+j 
An ideal P 
for all J > 1 • 
of a commutative ring R is called 
pr&me if whenever x ER, tj ER and Xtj E p then X E p 
or tj E P • We shall make frequent use of the following 
basic fact about prime ideals. 
PROPOSITION 1.1.1 [56 p.42] Let R be a commutative 
r&ng . If s &S a subset of R which &S closed under 
multiplica tion and if I &S an ideal of R with I n s -
then the re &S a pr&me ideal p of R such that p ~ I 
and p n s = 0 . 
If I is an ideal of a commutative ring R then the 
radical of I, written Rad(I) , is the intersection of the 
prime ideals of R containing I • It is known [56 p.41] 
0 
2. 
that Rad(I) = {x ER: xn E I for some n E JN } • The 
ni lradical of R is the radical of the zero ideal. R lS 
said to be semiprime if the nilradical is equal to {O } or, 
equivalently if R possesses no nonzero nilpotent elements. 
R is an integral doma in if it possesses no nonzero divisors 
of zero. 
If I and J are ideals of an algebra A then their 
product IJ is defined as the set of finite sums of products 
of elements from I and J • Clearly IJ is an ideal of 
A. The ideal In is defined for any positive integer n 
as the product of n copies of I If H is any subset of 
A then we define H[n] as the set of products of n 
elements from H • 
If A lS an algebra and X E A then X lS said to b e 
quasi-regular if there lS an element y E A such that 
x+y = yx= xy. If A has a unit element the n we shall 
denote by G the set of invertible e l eme nts of A and by 
s the set of singular elements of A . 
For b E A set Sp A ( b ) { A E (£ \ { 0 } - 1, not = . A o lS . 
quasi-regular} with { 0 } added if b lS not invertible 
in A. 
The (Jaco bson) radical of A 3 written Rad(A ) 
set { a E A : ba is quasi-regular f or e ach b E A} . 
lS the 
Rad(A) has several equivalent characte riz a tions and f or 
our purposes the f ollowing will b e use f u l : 
( i) Rad( A) is the interse ction of the maxima l 
left ideals of A • 
(ii) Rad(A) is the inte rsection o f the max i ma l 
right ideals of A . 
(iii) Rad(A) is the union of the set of 
left (or right) ideals in which each 
element has spectrum equal to {O} . 
If S = Rad(A) we say that A is quasilocal , and so a 
quasilocal algebra has exactly one maximal ideal . If 
Rad(A) = (0) then we say that A is semisimple. 
follows from characterization (iii) of Rad(A) 
It 
that if 
A is semisimple no left or right ideal can consist of 
nilpotent elements . An ideal consisting of nilpotent 
elements will be called a nil ideal. 
§2 TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRAS 
A topological algebra is an algebra equipped with a 
Hausdorff vector space topology with respect to which the 
multiplication is separately continuous. 
It is a well known consequence of the open mapping 
theorem that multiplication in a complete metric algebra 
is automatically jointly continuous. 
If A is a topological algebra we call a linear 
functional b EA' multiplicative if t(xy) = 6(x)6(y ) 
3. 
for each x EA and y EA .The collection of all 
continuous multiplicative linear functionals on A will be 
denoted ¢A and given the relative w* -topology. Each 
element x EA can be considered a s a fun ction on ¢A 
via the Gelfand transform x : A~~ where x(6) = 6(x) 
for each b E cp A • 
A topological algebra in which the set of quasi-regular 
elements is open is called a Q- algebra . It is well known 
that in a unital Q-algebra A, SpA(b) is compact for each 
b EA [66 p.77] 
The spectral radius of an element x of an algebra 
A, written llxll.o , is defined as .ou.p{JAI: A E SpA(x) } . 
For normed algebras it is always true that 
7/n 
11 x 11.o = 1 im 11 x n 11 [ 6 6 p . 3 0 ] . 
n-+oo 
Given a topological algebra A we define the 
unitization A# as the product of A and a with 
4 . 
multiplication 
A,Jt E <X and 
( A,X). (fL,lJ) = ( AfL , Ay+Jtx+xy) where 
# 
x,y EA . We give A the product topology 
and will regard A as a subalgebra. 
The following result, the "Mittag-Leffler" theorem 
of Bourbaki, along with its corollary the Baire category 
theorem, will be used extensively in our study of 
topological algebras. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.1 [26 p.14] Let (En) be a 
countable collection of complete metric spaces and 
be continuous linear maps 8 : E -+ E such ~hat 
n 11 +7 11 
< e J H 
8 n(En+1) is dense -in E n for each n E 1N 
-is a dense subset E of E7 such that i 
Then there 
y E E there 
are y E E IJit h lj = 8 ( lJ ) for each n and 
n n n 1i n + 7 
COROLLARY 1.2.2 [26,p.15] ~eE E be a complete 
metric space and 
open suose~s o 
(V) be a coun~able collection of dense 
IL 
E G ':!hen n V, -i . dense in E . 
12. > 0 (<. 
Sometimes we will need a stronger version of 
Corollary 1.2.2. 
PROPOSITION 1.2.3 [53 p.27] Let E be a complete 
metric space and ( V ) 
n 
subsets of E such -chat 
be a countable collection of 
00 
E = u 
i=1 
V . • Then some 
,{_ 
is of second category in E. 
§3 EXAMPLES 
A topological algebra B is said to be locally 
pseudo-convex if the topology is defined by a family 
{II . II : a EI } of pseudo semi-norms, that is, II - llrv 
Cl p ~ 
is a seminorm except II Ax II = I A I a II x II for some 
Cl Cl 
0 < p < 1 
Cl 
If the seminorms are submultiplicative, 
5. 
p (xy) < p (x)p (u) 
Cl Cl, Cl 
, then B is locally multiplicatively 
pseudo - convex, or L~PC . 
An LMPC algebra with one defining pseudo-norm is 
called a p - normed algebra . A complete p-normed algebra is 
also known as a p- 3anach algebra . The Silov boundary of a 
commutative p - Banach algebra A , written rA , is the 
minimal closed set in on Fh ich the Gelfand transform 
of each element x of A attains its maximum . We wil l 
assume the basic Gelfand theory of commutative p-Banach 
algebras as found in [81]. 
An LMPC algebra with p =l 
Cl 
for all a E I is known 
as a locally multiplicatively on ex ~ or L\C ~ algebra . 
We shall assume the background facts of LMC algebras and 
will always use the notation of [62] when dealing with them . 
,.. 
A complete metrizable LMC algebra is known a s a Freche-c 
algebra . 
,.. 
We will denote by FC the class of commutative 
e_ 
Frechet algebras with unit e. If A E FC we write 
e_ 
Sup(A) for the collection of all superalgebras of A in 
which A is isometrically imbedded . 
A p-Banach algebra with p = 1 is, of course, a 
Banach algebra. Familiarity with the theory of Banach 
algebras found in [66] will be assumed. The class of 
commutative Banach algebras with unit e will be denoted 
BC and we will abbreviate the term "commutative radical 
e 
Banach algebra" to "CRBA". 
Also of interest to us are those commutative unital 
algebras representable as inductive limits of Banach 
algebras. These have been termed pseudo Ban a ch algebras 
and studied by G. Allan, H. Dales and J. McClure [2]. 
6. 
All p-Banach and LMC Q-algebras are p seudo Banach algebras. 
7. 
CHAPTER TWO 
CONDITIONS EQUIVALENT TO FINITE DIMENSIONALITY 
§1 INTRODUCTION 
A topological algebra is both a topological space and 
an algebra, the connection between the two aspects being the 
continuity of the algebraic structures. This connection 
can have considerable consequences in dictating what sort of 
algebraic structures are compatible with a particular 
topology, indeed some types of algebras can only be given 
certain topologies in the simplest of cases. The most 
fundamental example of this is the famous Gelfand-Mazur 
theorem, announced by Mazur in 1938 and proved in publication 
by Gelfand in 1941, which states that if B is a complex 
Banach algebra which is a div ision algeb r a ~ that is, if 
G = B \ {O} , then B is isomorphic to ~ . 
Following Zelazko [79] we will say that a class of 
topological algebras has pro pe r ty M if every division 
algebra in the class is isomorphic to ~ . It is known that 
the classes of algebras with property M include the locally 
convex (LC) algebras for which the inversion mapping 
- 1 
X ~ x on G is continuous, complete metric LC algebra s 
and LA!PC algebras. On the other hand there are examples 
of division algebras which are not isomorphic to ~ and 
which may give complete LC , complete metric or noncomplete 
metric LC topologies [81] 
§2 SPECTRALLY F IN ITE, TI -REGULAR AND ALG EBRAIC ALGEBRAS 
In seeking to generalize the Gelfand-Mazur the orem 
we will consider three algebraic concepts. An element x 
of an algebra A is said to be algeb r aic if p (x) = 0 
for some monic polynomial p(.), A is said to be an 
algebraic alge bra if every element of A is algebraic. 
An algebra B is TI - regu lar if for each x EB there is 
a n element y E B and a positive integer n such that 
Xn n n y X = X .An algebra is sp e ctrally fi nit e if every 
element has only finitely many distinct complex numbers in 
its spectrum. 
8. 
The following illustrates the algebraic relationship 
between these classes of algebras. 
LEMMA 2.2.1. An al geb ra i c algebra &S b o t h TI - r egu l a r 
and spectr ally f inite . A TI -r e gu l ar alge b ra eithe r conta in s 
an in f inite s et of pai r wi s e or th og onal i de mp ote n t elements 
or is Artinian modulo its r adical . 
Proof. See [50 Theorem 2.1] a n d [ 46 p.210] D 
Note that ~~ , the set of all s equ e nc e s of comp lex 
numbers, is a TI -regular algebra with the u sua l addition 
and pointwise multiplica tion , bu t it i s not algebr a ic or 
s pectrally finit e . 
THEOR EM 2. 2. 2 . ~et B be a semisimple TI - r e gu l a r 
alg eb r a . I f B i~ eithe r a p - Banach algebra or a 
commu t ative c ompleve me& r &c Q- al g eb ra then B &S fi nite 
dimensional . 
Proof. Suppose that B is infinite dimensional. 
If B does not contain an infinite set of pairwise 
orthogonal idempotent elements then B must be Artinian 
9. 
by Lemma 2.2.1, and so is a finite sum of matrix rings over 
division rings [46 p.40) • Since the classes of p-Banach 
and of commutative complete metric Q-algebras have property 
M [ 81 J it would follow that B must be finite dimensional. 
Therefore if B is infinite dimensional we may choose a 
sequence ( \ , ) 
.,(, in such that \ , -+ 0 .,(, and 
is in B • By hypothesis there is y EB and 
CX) 
X = I: 
,<_= 1 
n n n 
X y X = X 
• 
But n n n e_,x =Xe_,= \,e_, n EN such that 
.,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, 
for each .,(, E 1N I and so 
\~2n(\~ \ ~) -2n n n -n e_,ye_, = e_,ye_, = \. (e_.x yx e..) = \. e_ . • 
.,(, .,(, 
.,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, 
If B is p-normed then 
11 
-n 
e. · 11 11 e_.ye..11 11 e. - 11 
2 II Y II \. = < 
.,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, .,(, 
so that 
II Y II > ( I A - I pn II e. . 11 ) - 7 . 
- .,(, .,(, 
But \ , e_ . -+ 0 I so this is impossible. 
.,(, .,(, 
B commutative then -n 0 If is e_.(y e_. - \, ) = so 
.,(, .,(, .,(, ' 
-n C SpB ( y) which \. ESp 8 (ye_.) is not possible if B is a .,(, .,(, 
Q-algebra. 
Therefore B must be finite dimensional. D 
REMARKS (1). The above theorem was proved for 
Banach algebras by Kaplansky in 1950 [47) It will hold 
true for complete metric algebras without our assumptions 
if we impose the condition that B contains no strict 
extension field of ~ and that there is a neighbourhood of 
zero which contains no idempotent elements [43), [75]. 
(2). If the defining relation for 
TI-regular algebras holds with n = 1 then B is said 
to be van Neumann regular. If B is von Neumann regular 
and I is a right ideal of B and x EI then there 
lS fj EB with XfjX = X • Therefore xy EI is 
idempotent and so 7 E Sp 8 ( x u) • It follows that a von 
Neumann regular algebra is automatically semisimple. 
10. 
(3). There are examples of infinite 
dimensional semisimple Banach algebras such that for any 
nonzero element x there is an element u with y xy = y. 
Kaplansky calls this LJeak r e gularity [47] There are also 
infinite dimensional Banach algebras, for example the W* 
algebras [66] , which have a dense set V of elements 
such that for each x EV there is an element y with 
XfjX = X. 
(4). We may define a topology on the 
von Neumann regular algebra <r.™ via the seminorms 
7 < J < n} • 
[W is then a Frechet algebra, but lS not a Q-algebra. 
The subalgebra of finitely non-zero sequences, denoted 
<r. ~ , may be given the locally 
topology by representing it as 
is a finite dimensional Banach 
convex 
co 
u B 
n = 7 
inductive 
where 
' n 
algebra. 
limit 
n 
B = ffi 
n 7 (£ w lS 
(£ 
then a complete commutative Q-algebra [2] 
regular. 
and is von Neumann 
11. 
(5) Since a simple algebra with 
minimal one sided ideals is von Neumann regular [46 p.210] 
the above theorem improves Lemma 3 of [73] In [ 2 4] 
Duncan and Tullo show that a unital Banach algebra A with 
Ax= Ax 2 for all x EA is finite dimensional. Since A 
is automatically commutative [24] it is von Neumann regular, 
and so this result follows from Kaplansky's 1950 theorem. 
DEFINITION 2.2.3. A to pological alg ebra B 1., s an 
X- algebra if Sp 8 (x) 1.,s nonempty for each x E B and g1.,ven 
an open et St 1.,n iI. which contains Sp 8 (x) there 1.,s a 
continuous unital homomorp hism F 
X 
fro m the algebra Ho l(St ) 
of f unctions of one complex variable holomorphic 1.,n St ~ 
into B# such that F ( z) = X , 
X 
where z . \ -+ \ 1., s the . 
identity function 1., n Ho l (St ) 
• 
If a topological algebra has continuous inversion and 
a total family of continuous linear functionals then we can 
use the proof of [80 p .18] to show that every element has 
nonempty spectrum. Locally pseudo-convex algebras are 
subdirect products of p -normed spaces and so have a total 
Cl 
family of continuous linear functionals [53] 
' 
Locally convex algebras which are quasi -complete and 
have continuous inversion, and complete locally p seudo-convex 
algebras with continuous inversion, have functional calculus 
homomorphisms [77], [76] 
X- algebras . 
and so both are classes of 
Pseudo- Banach algebras are also X-algebras [ 2] 
• 
Note that a commutative unital LC Q-algebra with continuous 
inversion is automatically LMC [80] and that a commutative 
unital Q-algebra with a functional calculus is 
pseudo-Banach [2] 
LEMMA 2.2.4. An Artinian X-alg ebra &S finite 
12. 
dimensional modulo its radical. If A &San X-algebra 
then any subalgebra of A is an X-algebra and A/Rad(A) 
is an X-alg ebra if Rad(A) is closed. 
Proof. If A . X-algebra and R = Rad(A) lS an 
then let TI denote the projection map from A# onto A# /R 
invertible . A#/R if and only if there is in Then TIL\-x) 
• 
is an element tj E A# and ILE R such that (;\-x) tj = 1 + IL • 
However 1 + IL is invertible in A# since IL E R and so 
we have Sp A ( x) = Sp A/ R ( TI ( x) ) • 
If B is a subalgebra of A then, for each b EB, 
Sp 8 (b) ? SpA(b) and so is nonempty. If A is Artinian 
then A/R is a finite direct sum of matrix rings over 
division rings, and since the class of algebras in wh ich 
every element has nonempty spectrum has property M it 
follows that A/R must be finite dimensional. 
If D ::) SpB(b) ;? Sp A ( b) then 
homomorphism from Ho l(D) to B# 
. X-algebra. If R . closed is an is 
D containing SpA/R(TI(x)) = Sp A (x) 
is continuous and TI F (Z) = TI(x ) 
0 X 
X-algebra. 
FblB is a continuous 
and so the subalgebra B 
then for any open set 
the homomorphism TI F 
0 X 
so A/R is an 
D 
13 . 
LEMMA 2.2.5. Let B be a topological algebra . 
(a) If e EB &Sa proper idempotent then e.Be 
&Sa closed subalgebra o f B with unit e and 
Sp B (a ) u {O} - Sp 8 (a ) for each a E eBe • e e 
(b) Let I be a minimal left ideal of B such that 
I 2 I ( 0 ) • Then there exists an idempotent e E B with 
with I= Be and e. Be &Sa division algebra . 
(c) If every element of B has one point spectrum 
then every singular element of B Ra d( B) 
( d ) Let p (.) be a polynomia l with complex 
coeff icients ~ and zero con s tant term if B has no unit . 
Then Sp8 [p(x)] = p[Sp8 (x )] f or each x E A . 
Proof. For parts (a) , ( b) and ( d) see 
[66 Theorem 1.6.15, Lemma 2.1.5 and Theorem 1. 6 .10 
respectively]. Part (c) was proved for Banach algebras 
by Kaplansky as [ 4 8 Lemma 4]. 
An idempote nt a risin g f rom a minimal ideal a s in 
Lemma 2.2.5(b) is c a ll ed a minimal idempotent . 
D 
LEMMA 2.2.6. Suppose that B 
there &Sa non - zero element e. 1 E B 
. &San 
with 
X- algebra and 
2 
e, 1 = e, 1 + IL 
Then B possesses an idempotent 
element e which is equal ~ modulo the set of elements of 
B with spectrum equal to { 0} , to e7 • 
Proof. Let r2 - {i\ E (! . 4j i\l < 1} Then the . 
f unction 
6 . i\ -+ 'f ( ~) (- 4i\ ) j . j = 0 j 
is in Hol(D) 
' 
and 62(i\) (1+4i\ ) - 1 for all i\ E r2 . 
14. 
Let y = FJr.(6) so that y 2 (1+4Jt) - 1 in B# . I 
Since F ft lS continuous 
YI. 1 YI. 1 
y = lim F [ L ( 2.) (-4z)j] = lim L ( 2, ) (-4h..)j 
YI. -+oo ft j=O j n-+oo j=O j 
and SpB ( y) = { 1 } and y and h.. commute. Since 
2 
e.1 = e.7+/t it follows that e.1 ' y and h.. all commute and 
if we let e. = e.1 + .!_ ( 1 2 -y)(1-2e.1) then we have 
= e.1 +Jr.+ (1-y) (-e.1- 2ft + ;(1 - y) (1 + 4Jt)) 
= e • D 
COROLLARY 2.2.7. Let B be an X-alg ebra . If there 
bS an element of B with non -s ingleton f inite spectrum 
then B possesses proper idempotents . 
Proof. Suppose S PB ( x) = { A , ••• , )... } 
o n 
for some 
x E B , where the A . are distinct and 
,{. 
, 
n > 1 . Then if 
- 1 IT (x-)...K)(A.- AK) 
K f i ,{. it follows from Lemma 2.2.5 (d) 
2 s PB ( n . - n . J = { o } , 
,{. ,{. 
that and we may employ Lemma 2.2.6. [] 
THEOREM 2.2.8. Let A be a complete metrizable 
semisimple X- algebra . Then A bS spectrally finite 
if and only if it bS finite dimensional . 
Proof. If A is finite dimensional it is clearly 
spectrally finite. 
Suppose A is infinite dimensional and spectrally 
finite. It follows from Lemma 2.2.S(c) that A contains 
an element with non-singleton spectrum and so Corollary 2.2.7 
15. 
shows that A contains proper idempotents. Taking any 
idempotent e..A e.. . semisimple and Sp A (a) u { 0 } e.. 
' 
is since 
e.. e.. 
- Sp A (a) for each a E e..A e.. · it follows that e..A e.. is an 
X-algebra. If e..A e.. is not one dimensional then there is 
an idempotent 6 E e..Ae.. with O # 6 f e.. and so 6 and 
e..- 6 are orthogonal. If this process continues indefinitely 
then A has an infinite family of pairwise orthogonal 
idempotents ( e, . ) , and so x = I A . e . E A for suitable 
,{_ ,{_ ,{_ 
distinct complex numbers However ( x - >- .) e.. . = a j j 
for each j and so A j E Sp A ( x ) , which is impossible. 
Thus the process terminates and so A contains minimal 
idempotents. 
Let F = {67, ••• , 6t} be a maximal family of orthogonal 
minimal idempotents (F must be finite by the above 
paragraph) and let 6 = 67 + ••• + bQ • Then 
B = (7- n )A(7- 6 ) is semisimple, spectrally finite and, 
by Lemma 2.2.S(a), it is either equal to (0) or, by the 
above paragraph, contains an idemp otent - which must be 
orthogonal to 6 . Since F is maximal this means that 
B = ( 0) and so A ( 7 - 6) and ( 7 - 6) A are nilpotent, and 
therefore equal to (0) since A is semisimple. Therefore 
A = n A 6 = If 
then, by the minimality of the 
6 · A 6. = tJ-Xn. A n, But by • 
,{_ j ,{_ j j 
is one dimensional, so 6 - A 6 -
,{_ j 
6 · A 6 . is either ( 0 ) or one 
,{_ j 
finite dimensional. D 
X E A and 
n . , we have 
,{_ 
Le mma 2. 2 .S( b ) 6 · A n -j j 
= flt,Xt), Th us each 
• 
,{_ j 
dimensional and so A is 
16. 
EXAMPLE 2.2.9. The algebra ~™ is a semisimple 
pseudo-Banach algebra (p. 10) However it is clearly both 
infinite dimensional and spectrally finite. 
Note that if an algebra is semisimple and if there is 
a bound to the number of elements in the spectrum of each 
element then the algebra is Artinian [65] and so an 
X-algebra with this property must be finite dimensional. 
COROLLARY 2.2.10. Let B be a complete metrizable 
X-algebra. If B is algebraic and Rad(B) is closed 
then Rad(B) is nilpotent and co-finite. 
Proof. Rad(B) lS co-finite by Lemma 2.2.1 and 
Theorem 2.2.8. If tr.. E Rad(B) and lS algebraic then 
n m 0 for A . E (! 7 A tr.. + ••• +A IL = some < m < ,{_ < n 
n m ,{_ I • 
m A tc..n - m) tc..m Thus tr.. (;.. + ••• + = 0 and so = 0 
m n • 
Therefore Rad(B) is nil and so must be nilpotent [35] 
D 
Remark : The algebra C. of sequences ( A . ) 
0 l 
co 
' (! in with A. -+ 0 lS a Banach algebra under the fl 
,{_ 
norm. Every element of C. lS a convergent sum of 
0 
multiples of orthogonal idempotents and so the set of 
algebraic elements is dense in c.
0 
• There are examples 
of infinite dimensional semisimple Banach algebras with a 
dense set of nilpotent elements [22] 
If an algebra A has minimal ideals then the 
socle of A ~ written ~oc.(A) , is the smallest ideal 
containing all of them . It follows from Lemma 2.2.S(b) 
that x E ~oc.(A) if and only if there are minimal 
idempotents n {e_.} , 
,{_ 
{ I . } m u and elements j 
n {a. } and 
,{_ 
{b .}m of A such that j 
x = e 1a 1 + ••• + enan = b16 1 + ••• + bm6m. 
An algebra is said to be locally fi nite if every 
finitely generated subalgebra is finite dimensional. 
LEMMA 2.2.11. If x E -6oc(A) then x A x 1..s a 
finite sum of r1..ngs isomorphic to division r1..ngs. 
Proof. As mentioned above there are minimal 
1 7. 
idempotents 
of A with 
{ } n {b.}m a. and . 
,{_ j 
So 
n,m 
X AX = I 
i,j=1 
e · A 6 . 
,(_ j and, as in the proof of Theorem 
2.2.8, each e. A 6 . is either ( 0) or 
,{_ j 
isomorphic to a division ring D 
COROLLARY 2.2.12. If A 1..s an X- algebra and 
-tioc(A) exists then -tioc(A) is algebraic. 
COROLLARY 2.2.13. Let A be a semisimple complete 
metric X-algebra. Let A1 = {a E A : Sp A (a) is finite} , 
A2 = {a E A : a is algebraic} . 
are equiva lent: 
( 1) A . finite dimensional ., 1,, s 
(2) A 1..S locally finite ., 
(3) A = /~oc(A), 
(4) A 1..S algebraic., 
(5) A 1..S spectrally finite . 
Then the following 
If A 1..s commutative and infinite dimensional then A
2 
and -6oc(A) are of first category 1..n A. If A -is an 
infinite dimensional Banach algebra then A1 is of firs t 
category -in A. 
Proof. The implications ( 1) => ( 2) , ( 3 ) , ( 4) and 
( 5) 
' 
(2) =? (4) and (4) =? (5) are all obvious, and 
(5) =? (1) by Theorem 2.2.8. Corollary 2.2.12 shows that 
(3) =? (4) and so (1) - (5) are equivalent. 
Suppose A is infinite dimensional and conunutative 
and that A 2 is of second category in A. 
positive integers k. and n let 
For each 
k. fz 
I 
,{_ = 1 = 1, IE1 laij < 
Clearly each A 
f 2. ' J l 
is closed and A2 = u At.. • rl , n 
It follows from the Baire category theorem that some 
has nonempty interior, and so contains 
a neighbourhood of zero. 
A, , 
,{_' j 
A. , C { a E A : 
,L,j -
Since A is conunutative 
,i_2 
I 
j=J 
(r } 
18. 
n} . 
and so A is algebraic and cannot be infinite dimensional. 
If A is a Banach algebra and A7 is of second 
category in A then for each k. E 1N let 
A7 k. = { x E A7 : SpA(x) has at most k. distinct 
' 
elements}. Suppose X = f i m X 
I.) and If 
where A , are distinct complex numbers 
,{_ 
then we may choose a neighbourhood V of { O} in ~ 
k. + 1 
sufficiently small to ensure {\i+V } 7 are disjoint. 
It follows from the upper-semicontinuity of the spectrum 
of a Banach algebra that SPA ( x ) n { \ , + V} 
I.) ,{_ is nonempty 
for each 7 < i < k.+7 for sufficiently large I.) • This is 
clearly not possible and so we conclude that each 
19. 
A7 k must be closed. Now A= U A7 k so the Baire , , 
category theorem shows that some has nonempty 
interior and hence A 7 must contain an open set. A result 
of Aupetit [6] now shows that A is finite dimensional. 
D 
REMARKS : (a) Kaplansky originally proved that 
spectrally finite Banach algebras are finite dimensional 
in 1947 [47] , however the result has either been obtained 
independently, or as a corollary to related results, many 
times in the literature [ 4], [ 44], [ 54], [ 55], [ 73] 
(b) It is possible for an infinite 
dimensional semisimple Banach algebra to be spectrally 
countable. The group algebra L' (T) , where T is the 
unit circle, is commutative and has countable maximal ideal 
space and so each element has at most countable spectrum. 
(c) Call an element x of a topological 
algebra B analytic if 6(x) = 0 for some non-zero entire 
function n . If B is a Q-algebra then Sp 8 (x) is compact 
and since a non-zero analytic function has only finitely 
many zeroes on a compact set it follows that analytic 
elements will have finite spectrum. This observation appears 
in [ 4 4] 
20. 
§3 CHAIN CONDITIONS AND GENERATORS OF IDEALS 
In a ring R the most obvious (left) ideals are 
' 
the finitely generated ideals~ of form Ra 7 + ••• + Ram 
If every (left) ideal of R is 
finitely generated then R is said to be (left)Noetherian. 
Noetherian algebras play an important part in ring theory 
since their ideal structure enables them to be studied in 
great depth, and so it is noteworthy that in 1974 Sinclair 
and Tullo [71] proved that Noetherian Banach algebras must 
be finite dimensional (in the commutative case this was 
shown in 1970 [39] and for semisimple algebras the result 
may be deduced from Gleason's 1964 paper [34]). 
In this section we will consider more general 
topological Noetherian algebras, observing that for some 
classes of algebras this algebraic condition can be 
translated into a topological one and that Sinclair and 
Tullo's result does not remain valid in a much wider context. 
Left and right rather than bi-ideals are considered because 
there exist infinite dimensional simple Banach algebras 
[66] 
• Of course the results will hold true if we consider 
right instead of left ideals. 
To begin with we point out the well-known fact [46] 
that a ring A is Noetherian if and only if it has the 
ascending chain condition (a.c.c.) on its left ideals, 
that is, there are no infinitely ascending chains of left 
ideals of A • It is this characterization that enables 
us to obtain a topological representation of Noetherian 
algebras, one half of which is the following observation 
of S.J. Sidney. 
21. 
LEMMA 2.3.1. A complete metrizable algebra B &S 
Noetherian if every left ideal of B is closed . 
Proof. Let I 7 C I 2 C •. be an ascending chain of 
left ideals of B . By hypothesis the left ideal 
00 
J = u I k. is closed and so by the Baire category theorem 
k. = 7 
some I . has nonempty j interior in J • Thus 
J = I . I . = I . and so the chain levels at I . D • j j j j 
EXAMPLES 2.3.2. ( 1 ) In the von Neumann regular 
Frechet algebra ~W every ideal is an intersection of 
maximal ideals, but ~W is clearly not Noetherian. 
(2) Let (X,OX) be a Hausdorff 
analytic space and K be a compact holomorphically convex 
subset of X [see 40 for details]. Denote by r (K,OX) 
the algebra of germs on K • Then 
{r(U,OX); Pvu : U, V open subsets of X with Kc Uc V 
and p VU : r ( V ~ 0 X) -+ r ( U, 0 X) the restriction map } 
.> 
is an inductive system of Frechet algebras [40] and 
continuous homomorphisms. r(K ,OX) may be algebraically 
identified with the inductive limit of this system and 
given the locally convex inductive limit topology. r(K,OX) 
is then a complete LMC Q-algebra [2] and every ideal is 
closed [78 p.117]. 
Noetherian [78 p.115]. 
However r(K,Oxl is not always 
The converse to Lemma 2.3.1 requires a straightforward 
extension of Sinclair and Tullo's Lemma 1, itself an 
extension of a result due to A. Douady [39]. 
22. 
THEOREM 2.3.3. A complete metrizable Q-alg ebra &S 
7oetherian if and only if every left ideal is closed. 
Proof. Suppose B is a Noetherian complete metric 
Q-algebra with metric d(.,·). If J is a left ideal 
of 
Let 
B then 
B(n) 
J = Bg7 + ••• + Bgn 
denote the product of 
for some 97,•••,gnE B. 
n 
with the (complete) product metric. 
given by 
copies of 
The map 
B equipped 
¢ : B(n) -+ J 
is linear, continuous and onto, and is therefore open 
[53 p166] 
• 
Let M be the algebra of n x n matrices 
over with metric 
n 
= max{ I d(a +,B +l : 1<m<n} • 
t= 7 m-'l.. m-'l.. 
Then ii is a Q-algebra [49 p.156] so there is a constant 
o > 0 such that (ajk ) is invertible in M whenever 
"' 
d ( ( a j k.) , I ) < o where I is the unit ma tr ix. 
Since ¢ is open we can choose h 1, ••• ,hn E J 
and elements 
and 
{ c. j k. : 7 '5_ j, k. '5_ n} in B such that - 7 d(c.jk.' 0) <on 
= h 
m + c. 797 + ••• + c. g m mn n 
for each m = 7 , •.. , n . Thus ( h . ) = ( I - ( c. . k. ) ) ( g k. ) j . j 
and d ( I -
Therefore 
(c.jk.) ,I )<8 
(gfi) = (I -
, so that I - ( c. -i.) is invertible. j r<.. 
- 7 ( c. .1 ) ) ( h . ) which means that each j z j 
gk. lies in J . So J = J and we have shown that every 
left ideal is closed. 
The converse is Lemma 2.3.1 . D 
Note that Ferreira and Tomassini have shown [29] 
that a Noetherian complete conunutative LMC barrelled 
algebra is automatically a Q-algebra . 
23. 
After establishing their version of Theorem 2.3.3 
Sinclair and Tullo show that this condition can only hold 
in a Banach algebra if it is finite dimensional. 
to this result is the following property of Banach 
algebras : 
The key 
( *) if A is a Banach algebra and x E 3G lS 
not a left divisor of zero then Ax is not 
closed [66 p.22] • 
Property* is peculiar to µ-Banach algebras and this fact 
is reflected in the existence of infinite dimensional 
Noetherian algebras which may be given less restrictive 
topologies : 
(a) the algebra (E[[X]J of formal power series 
in the variable X may be topologized by the seminorms 
CX) k. I It I ( P n) 1 where pn(L>\k.x ) = Under this topology • n 
~ 
lr[[XJJ is a Frechet Q-algebra and it is easy to verify 
that it is both quasilocal and Noetherian. 
( b) For a compact polydisc K in the algebra 
r (K,O is a semisimple Noetherian ring and under the 
inductive compact-open topology it is a complete LMC 
Q-algebra [ 2], [ 78] . 
(c) Ferreira and Tomassini [29] claim to have a 
(still unpublished) example of an infinite dimensional 
Noetherian Fr~chet algebra with infinitely many maximal 
ideals. Such an example would be of additional interest 
in providing an instance of an infinite dimensional 
24. 
,,. 
semisimple Frechet Q-algebra with no strong topological 
divisors of zero [62] • 
As the second step . in their proof Sinclair and Tullo 
use Property* to show that a semisimple Banach algebra 
which has every principal left ideal closed and which has 
the a.c.c on its closed left ideals must be finite 
dimensional. This raises the question as to what weakening 
of the conditions which require a Banach algebra to be 
Noetherian are sufficient in themselves to result in finite 
dimensionality. We shall consider four types of conditions 
on a Banach algebra A : 
(1) all principal left ideals of A are closed, 
(2) A has the a.c.c (or d.c.c) on the closed 
left ideals of A , 
(3) A has the a.c.c (or d.c.c) on the principal 
left ideals of A, 
( 4) each maximal ideal of A 
generated. 
. is finitely 
Condition (1). 
In the commutative case we can obtain a much stronger 
version of Sinclair and Tullo's Lemma 2. 
THEOREM 2.3.4. Let A be a commutative semiprime 
Banach algebra . Every principal ideal of A is closed if 
and only if A is finite dimensional . 
Proof. Suppose A is infinite dimensional and that 
every principal ideal of A . closed. Choose M1 the is in 
Silov boundary of A# 
' 
so that M = M1 n A is a maximal 
modular ideal of A 
• If X E M is non-zero then X 
is a topological divisor of zero in M [80 p. 6 5] Since 
• 
25. 
M has codimension one in A, xM has codimension at 
most one in xA which is closed by hypothesis . Thus by 
the opening mapping theorem xM is closed and so x must 
be a divisor of zero in M [66 p.22]. 
is an e 1 emen t x 1 E M 
1\ { 0 } with xx 1 = 0 • 
Therefore there 
Similarly 
x-x 1 E M \{o} and there is x 2 E M\{O}with (x-x 1)x 2 = 0. 
Therefore xx 2 = x 1 x 2 and we have 
2 2 (xx 2 ) = x 2x x 2 = x 2xx 1x 2 = 0 , so 
Since M is infinite dimensional we may continue this 
construction to find , for each n E 7N , an element 
x
11 
E M\{O} such that {x,x 7 , ••• ,x 11 } is orthogonal. 
Now let 
11 x 11-
4 II x 3 II • m m 
Then II ak. - ak.+ 1 II ::: 2-
2k. and so there is a E A with 
a= lim ak.. Let 
Q -+co 
Then abk. 
and so 
p lim 2": 
k.-+co m = 1 
This gives 
k. 2 ll x3 11 -7 b k. = I: X II X 11 • 2m • 
m=1 m m m 
k. 2 2-m llx 2 II • II x II - 4 = lim aJ.ibk. = I: X 
m=1 m m m ,6-+0C) 
and so 
Hence there is y EA with 
By hypothesis y = ap for some p E A 
2 - 2 m x 11 x 3 11 • 11 x I] - 4 = 
m m m 
k. 
l im I: 
fz -+co m= 1 
2 
X 
m 11 x 
2 11 • 11 x 11- 4 2 - m • 
m m 
j 
26. 
II P II 11 2 3 2m llx1; 1! ll x! II X 11 • 11 X II > • m m - for each m and so 
II P II ~ 2m , which is impossible. Therefore A must be 
finite dimensional. 
The converse is obvious. D 
The algebra A(~) of entire functions of one complex 
~ 
variable is a semisimple Frechet algebra under the compact-
open topology and every principal ideal is closed [68] 
Note that for every infinite dimensional Banach algebra 
with A2 = (0) each principal ideal is closed since 
A#n = ~n for each n EA . 
Condition (2) 
Let (w(n)) be a sequence in m+ satisfying 
w (n+m) < w(n)w(m) (n,m E 1N). 
Such a sequence is known as a ~eight. If 
w = (w(n) J is a weight sequence let 
{ I 
n=O 
Ij\ lw (n) <00 } . 
n 
Then £ 1 (w) is a Banach algebra which is quasilocal if 
1 
w(n)n ~ 0 or semisimple otherwise. For standard radical 
weights [36] all closed ideals are of form 
for each CJ<j<l<.} 
-- -
and so £ 1 (w) will have the a.c.c on its closed ideals. 
If w ( n ) = In e.. then Nikolskii [ 6 4] claims that the 
semisimple algebra £ 1 (w) has the property that each 
closed ideal is determined by the zeroes of its elements 
A 
27. 
and that no element has infinite zero set on the closed 
unit disc. It follows that i 1 (w) would have the a.c.c 
on its closed ideals. 
We can however show that the descending chain condition 
on closed left ideals is a more restrictive condition. 
THEOREM 2.3.5. A semisimple Banach algebra B with 
the descending chain condition on its closed ideals ~s 
finite dimensiona l. 
Proof. Suppose that B is primitive, so there is 
a faithful irreducible left B-module X • If X is 
finite dimensional then so is the algebra L(X) of 
continuous linear functions on X , and so B would be 
finite dimensional. Otherwise we have an infinite linearly 
independent set ( X , ) 
~ 
in X . For each ~, 
is a maximal modular left ideal of B and as such is 
closed, hence the chain 
must break off. Choose an integer k such that 
so that However 
this means that xk is in the span of {x 1, •• , xk -J } 
[9 Corollary 5 p.128] 
is finite dimensional. 
contrary to supposition. Thus B 
In general, if P is a primitive ideal of B then 
it is a closed bi-ideal and B/P is easily seen to have 
the descending chain condition on its closed left ideals. 
Therefore the above paragraph shows that P is of finite 
codimension in B, and so any chain of primitive ideals 
is finite. Suppose that there is an infinite set ( p . ) 
,{_ 
of primitive ideals of B with no containment relations 
among them, then as in the above paragraph there is some 
integer k. with 
since the Pi are bi-ideals. Thus P~ ~ Pk. for some 
1 < ~ < k.- 1 [9 p.123 Proposition 12(iii}] which is a 
contradiction. Since B is isomorphic to a subdirect 
sum of {B/P: Pa primitive ideal of B} it follows 
that B is finite dimensional. 
It is not known whether there are any infinite 
dimensional conunutative topologically simple radical 
D 
Banach algebras. Such an algebra would trivially have the 
descending chain condition on its closed ideals. 
Condition (3) 
In 1950 Kaplansky [50] proved that a ring with the 
descending chain condition on its principal left ideals is 
isomorphic to a finite direct sum of simple rings, and so a 
commutative or a unital Banach algebra with this property 
must be finite dimensional. We shall see in Chapter Four 
that an infinite dimensional Banach algebra with unit can 
have the ascending chain condition on its principal ideals, 
even when commutative. 
29. 
Condition (4) 
If we restrict our attention to commutative rings 
then a theorem due to Cohen [56] states that a ring is 
Noetherian if and only if every prime ideal is finitely 
generated. It follows that an infinite dimensional 
commutative Banach algebra must have a prime ideal which 
is not finitely generated. Of course for commutative rings 
with unit each maximal ideal is a prime ideal and so it 
is natural to ask whether it is possible for an infinite 
dimensional algebra in BCt to have all its maximal 
ideals finitely generated. 
In 1964 Gleason [34] proved that a finitely generated 
maximal ideal is associated with an analytic variety in 
<ln 
• 
THEOREM 2.3. 6. [34] Let A E BC • 
e 
If M . i, s a 
maximal ideal of A generated by {g 1, .•• ,gn} then there 
is a neighbourhood N of zero i,n ~n such that the map 
from ¢A to ~n i,s a homeomorphism of T-] (N) 
analytic variety i,n N . 
onto an 
It follows from this theorem and the maximum modulus 
principal for analytic varieties [40 p.106] that a finitely 
generated maximal ideal can only be in the Silov boundary 
if it is isolated. This was improved upon by W. Dietrich Jr. 
[20] who showed that if J is a closed and finitely 
generated ideal then the hull of J, defined as the 
intersection of those maximal ideals which contain J, 
has an intersection with the Silov boundary which is both 
30. 
open and closed (clopen) in the Silov boundary. 
The above remarks and the following lemma show that 
if A E BC is semisimple and infinite dimensional then 
e_ 
A has a maximal ideal which is not finitely generated. 
LEMMA 2.3.7. If every point of the Silov boundary 
of a unital commutative semisimple p-Banach algebra A 
~s isolated then A . ~s finite dimensional . 
Proof. The Silov boundary r A is compact [80 p.61,69] 
and if discrete must be finite. But for any a EA we 
[80, p.62,69] and since SpA(a) 
is compact it must also be finite. Therefore A is finite 
dimensional by Theorem 2.2.8. [] 
It was conjectured in [58] that if every maximal 
ideal of an algebra in BC is principal then the algebra 
e_ 
is finite dimensional. We shall show that this is true. 
THEOREM 2.3.8. A commutative unital p-Banach 
algebra in which every maximal ideal is principal is finite 
dimensional . 
Proof. Let R = Rad(A); then every maximal ideal of 
AIR is principal. If AIR has no maximal ideals then 
AIR= (!e_. Otherwise let M be a maximal ideal in the 
Silov boundary of AIR. Then M = (x+R) (AIR) where 
x+R is a topological divisor of zero in AIR [80, p.61] 
and since M is closed there is y+R E (AIR~{o+R} with 
(x+R) (y+R) = o + R [66 p.22] Thus /'-y+R is zero 
everywhere except at M and so M is isolated. It 
follows from Lemma 2.3.7 that AIR must be finite 
dimensional. 
Therefore A has finitely many maximal ideals 
{Mi = Ax,£. : 7 < .,(._ < 12.} and so R = Ax 1 •• xf2. • Let 
Consider any maximal ideal 
, 
M. and 
.,(._ 
31. 
suppose that n Ml is not a prime ideal. So there exists 
, 7 .,(._ j~ 
6 ,g E A with 
, , 
n9 E n Ax! but n ,g ti- n Ax! • j: 7 .,(._ J:1 .,(._ 
n n m Then = x.(A+x.a) and g = x.(y+x.b) for some 
.,(._ .,(._ .,(._ .,(._ 
n 11 m E 1N U {O}, a,b EA and non-zero scalars A,Y . 
Therefore 
n+m 
X. ( Ay) E 
.,(._ 
6g = x~+m ( Ay+x. c.) 
.,(._ .,(._ 
n+m+7A x. which means 
for some c. EA and so 
Ax~+m = A x~+m+J • On the 
.,(._ .,(._ .,(._ 
other hand if n All is a prime ideal then we can use the 
J: 7 .,(._ 
argument of the first paragraph to show 
dimensional and so Al . = 
.,(._ 
n Ml . 
j ~ 7 .,(._ 
Therefore we may choose q E 1N 
, 
A/ n Ml is one 
j~ 7 .,(._ 
for each i = 1, •• , 12. . But then lLq E lLq+JA and since 
le.ER it follows that le. is nilpotent. Let m be the 
least integer such that lLm = 0 • Since R is cofinite 
there is a finite dimensional subalgebra S of A 
h~meomorphic to A/R such that A= R@ S (this may be 
proved for p- Banach algebras in the same way as for 
Banach algebras in [ 2 8] ) • Consequently A = R qJ s = le.A@ 
and so A = s e9 lLS EB lL2A Continuing inductively we get • 
A s w lLS @ e9 m-Js and A finite dimensional. = ,'7.. so is . . 
s 
D 
3 2. 
EXAMPLES 2.3.9. (1) The algebra ~™ is a semisimple 
algebra FC but . not Q-algebra . Each maximal ideal in lS a 
e. 
(1 m co of lS generated by some element ( onk. )k.=7 , n>O , 
where 0 = 0 if n/ k_ and 0 = 7 
nk. nn • 
(2) An LMPC Q-algebra with each 
maximal ideal principal. If O < q 2 1 J_et i q denote 
the space of power series 
11611 = I 
,{_ > 7 • 
Then i q is a q-normed Banach algebra with maximal ideals 
If then 
Now let 
[69], [SJ 
- 1 
=n, nEm}. F lS a 
unital semisimple complete LMPC Q-algebra and the maximal 
ideals of F are 
Since M = (A-X)F when A 
for 
all maximal ideals of 
F · will be principal if we can show this is true when 
To do so we need only show that 6(7) = 0 
implies that 6 E ( 7 - X) F , since in the general case 
where 6 (A) = 0 
' 
t) '· = b ,A.-l • 
.{_ .{_ 
So suppose 
t) ( 7 ) = 0 Then • 
' 
IAI = 1 , we may substitute 
6 = 
I 
,{_ > 7 
2 7-A X-A X 7 2 
A . = 7 and 
.{_ 
•••• E F and that 
for each n E 1N ( * ) 
Then 
if k > n+1 
and SK -+ 0 , so I I A k I > I s I . 
k>n+1 - n 
But then 
and we know 
for large . .{_ 
constant C) 
So 
Hence 
1 + I 
i>1 
1 
I Is . I It 
i> 1 .{_ 
from ( * ) 
1 
< I il:\i+7 l/t 
i > 1 
that given It E 
1 
for It E 1N 
1N i31t1;\. 71 
.{,+ 
(otherwise IA. ITI 
.{_ + 1 > 
Ci-] for some 
• 
1 
-
I Is . I It < I 
. 1 .{_ i > 1 .{, > 
-
1 
ij \ i+1 IIL < CX) It E 
' 
But n = (7-X)(7+ I 
i > 1 
1N • 
and so all maximal ideals of F are principal. 
CX) CX) 
' 
< 1 
( 3) Let C = C [ 0, 7 ] denote the 
algebra of complex valued functions on [0,1] which have 
continuous derivatives of all orders on 
topologise this algebra via the seminorms 
[ 0, 1] 
II n 11 . = ,6Up{ 16 ( j) (t) I : t E [ a, 7]} j 
• If we 
then it lS a Frechet Q-algebra. The maximal ideals of 
C
00 
are precisely the sets 
t E[0,1]. 
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3 4. 
If 6 ( ,t) = 0 for some t E 
CX) 
C and ,t E [ 0, 7 ] then 
CX) 
g(x) 6(\}f(x)) we may define g E C by = where 
\}f. (x) = 7 - ( 7-x) ( 1-,t) if ,t < 7 or cp (x) = 7 - X if ,t = 7 
Clearly g ( 0 ) = 0 and so g(x) = xg J ( X) where 
g J ( X) = r ~~(,tx)d,t 0 
lS ln Therefore 
6(x) - 7 = g(iµ (x)) 
{ -1 - 7 if ,t< 7 = ( x-,t) ( 7 -,t) g 1(( x-,t) ( 7-,t) ) , 
(x-7)g 1 (x-7) if ,t= 7 
CX) 
So M = (z-,t)C 
,t where z : \ -+ \ and each maximal 
ideal is principal . 
However , as we will now show, C00 is not Noetherian. 
Let t ( ,t) = 
{ 
0 
- 7 - 7 
exp(-,t )~in (,t ) 
,t = 0 
,t /: 0 
then it is easy to see that 6 E C00 and 6( \ ) = 0 
whenever \ = 0 or - 7 (2nn ) for n E 1N 
• 
From what we have shown above this means that 
CX) 6 En (z- \ 1 ) •• (z - \ ) C n> 1 n 
where A = ( 2nn )-] 
H Therefore the chain of principal 
ideals 
• 
• 
-~·-· ~-·,-··-·:c---c~ 
is infinite ly ascending. 
To close this chapter we make the observation that 
there would be no generalization in considering 
(algebraically) countably generated ideals. 
THEOREM 2.3.10. Let A be a complete metric 
Q- a l gebra . A countably generated closed l e f t ideal o f A 
~s f initely generated . 
Proof. Suppose that ( X • ) 
,{. is a countable set of 
35. 
D 
generators for the closed left ideal J of A • For each 
positive integer K set 
Then we have J = UJK 
theorem some J is of 
n 
we let A( n ) denote the 
then the map cp . A ( n ) -+ . 
and so by the Baire 
second category in 
n-fold product of 
J given by 
a. JX J + • • + a. X n n 
category 
J 
• 
If a gain 
copies of A 
is linear, continuous and has second category range in J. 
Therefore cp is onto [53 p.166] 
generated. 
and so J is finitely 
D 
36. 
,CHAPTER THREE 
PRIME IDEALS IN TOPOLOGICAL ALGEBRAS 
§1 THE EXISTENCE OF PRIME IDEALS 
·In a conunutative ring with identity every maximal 
ideal is prime. This section is concerned with establishing 
the existence of proper nonmaximal prime ideals in a 
topological algebra. If every proper prime ideal of a 
conunutative ring R is maximal then Gillman and Henriksen 
call R a P-ring [ 31 J However this terminology has 
been used elsewhere for other purposes [56] so we shall 
avoid its use here and refer instead to the Krull 
dimension of a ring. 
DEFINITION 3.1.1. Let R be a commutative r ~n g 
and PO C P J ••• CP Ji. 
prime ideals of R. 
be a chain of Ji.+1 distinct proper 
The length of such a chain is taken 
as the integer Ji. and the Krull dimension of R ~s 
defined as the supremum of the lengths of all chains of 
proper prime ideals of R • 
Thus a conunutative ring in which every proper prime 
ideal is maximal has Krull dimension zero if it has divisors 
of zero, or Krull dimension one if it is an integral domain. 
LEMMA 3.1.2. [ 5 2 J Let R be a commutative unital 
semiprime ring . Then eve ry pr~me ideal of R is maximal 
·----·~ ··-·····--~ _-e..,~ 
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if and only if R ~s von Neumann regular. 
This characterization enables us to show that only 
the simplest complete metric LMPC algebras have Krull 
dimension zero. 
THEOREM 3.1.3. Let A be a commutative complete 
metric LMPC Q- algebra with unit and closed radical . 
Then if A has zero Krull dimension A ~ B@ Rad(A) where 
B is a finite dimensional subalgebra of A homeomorphic 
to A/Rad(A) and Rad(A) is nilpotent. 
Proof. If A is an integral domain then it can 
only have zero Krull dimension if it is a field and the 
result would follow from [80 Theorem 12.5]. 
So we will assume that A is not an integral domain. 
Let TI : A 7 A/Rad(A) be the projection mapping, then if 
J is a prime ideal of A/Rad(A) the pre-image n- 1 (J) 
is a prime ideal in A and so is maximal in A • Therefore 
every prime ideal of A/Rad(A) is maximal and Lemma 3.1.2 
shows that A/Rad(A) must be von Neumann regular, and 
since it is semisimple Theorem 2.2.2 now shows that A/Rad(A) 
is finite dimensional. Any element of Rad(A) has spectrum 
equal to {O} and so we may use Lemma 2.2.6 to prove that 
an element of A which is idempotent modulo the radical 
is equal, modulo the radical, to an idempotent element of 
A (i.e. : the algebra A is an S.B.I. ring [46]) 
• 
Armed 
with this fact we may follow the proof of [28 Theorem 1] 
to find the subalgebra B required in the statement of 
the theorem. 
Since every prime ideal is maximal Rad(A) is 
equal to the intersection of the prime ideals of A and 
38. 
so equals the nilradical. Therefore Rad(A) is nil, and 
must be nilpotent [ 3 5 J D 
For any ring R the set r of prime ideals 
of R may be given a topology, the so called Zariski 
topology, by taking as a base the sets 
{r = r \ n { P E r : P => Rx} : x E R} • 
X 
This topology is Hausdorff if and only if R has 
zero Krull dimension [11 p.143]. The corresponding 
topology for maximal ideals, known as the hull-kernel 
topology, is Hausdorff if and only if every prime ideal is 
contained in a unique maximal ideal [ 18 J • This is true 
of any completely regular Banach algebra. 
It is worth noticing that an infinite dimensional 
semisimple algebra in BC can have all closed prime 
e_ 
ideals maximal. This is the case for all algebras C(X) 
X a compact Hausdorff space, as may be seen by Stone's 
characterization of the closed ideals. 
' 
If we now turn our attention to algebras with Krull 
dimension one we find that it is possible for infinite 
dimensional algebras in BC to have this property. 
e_ 
The 
algebra t 1 (w) , defined on p.26, with weight - n 2 w (n) = e_ 
is a commutative separable quasilocal Banach algebra and 
has as its only prime ideals (o) and the maximal ideal 
[36 p.179]. Now the question arises as to what conditions 
on a topological algebra will ensure the existence of 
proper nonmaximal prime ideals. Our first result of this 
type is an extension of a method used by Kaplansky to find 
prime ideals in the ring of entire functions of one complex 
39. 
variable (42] , and is purely algebraic. 
THEOREM 3.1.4. Let R be a unital r~ng such that 
every maximal ideal of R contains an element belonging 
to only finitely many maximal ideals of R. Then if R 
has no proper nonmaximal prime ideals it has only finitely 
many maximal ideals. 
Proof. For each n ER let m(6) denote the 
number of distinct maximal ideals of R containing {n} • 
Let 6 = {n ER : m(n) is finite}. If R has infinitely 
many maximal ideals then 0 i 6 , and since maximal 
ideals are prime 6 is closed under multiplication. 
Therefore if g i 6 is singular Proposition 1.1.1 shows 
that there is a prime ideal P of R such that g E P 
and P n 6 = 0 • P must be nonmaximal since, by 
hypothesis, there is an element of 6 in every maximal 
ideal. D 
LEMMA 3.1.5. Let A be a unital semiprime r~ng 
and let J denote the intersection of all nonzero prime 
ideals of A. Then n jn A = { 0} for each j E J . 
Proof. Let I be any nonzero ideal of A • If 
{jn} n I=¢ then by Proposition 1.1.1 there is a prime 
ideal of A which does not contain j • This is not 
possible, by definition of J, and so some power of j 
is in I • Thus n jn A is contained in the intersection 
of all nonzero ideals of A, which equals ( 0) D 
An element x of a topological algebra R is 
said to be of finite closed descent if there is an integer 
k such that ~A = xfi+JA [ ] , 
COROLLARY 3.1.6. Let A E FC be an integral 
e. 
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domain . I f ~ E Rad(A) &Sa n on - nilpotent element of finite 
closed descent then the Krull dimension of A is greater 
than one . 
Proof. If the Krull dimension of A is one 
then n x n A = { 0 } for each x E A by Lemma 3 • 1. 5. 
But if then, if X = 
[ 1 Lemma 2] D 
Elements of finite closed descent can give rise 
to prime ideals in another way. 
LEMMA 31 • 7 • Let A E FC • If X E A satisfies e. 
xA = x2A and J &8 a closed ideal of A properly 
contained &n xA then there &8 a pr&me ideal p of A 
uJith p ~] and X i p • 
Proof. If X fz E J for some fz then xA = TA = 
so {x/z}nJ = 0 We now apply Proposition 1.1.1. D • 
If the ideal J in Lemma 3.1.7 is contained in 
a unique maximal ideal then the resultant prime ideal 
containing J could not be maximal since the maximal 
ideal containing J would also have to contain xA and 
therefore {x} . 
An ideal that is contained in a unique maximal 
ideal is called a primary ideal . The above remark and 
Theorem 3.1.4 suggest some relationship between primary 
ideals and prime ideals. We will take up this theme in 
the rest of this chapter. 
J 
' 
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§2 PRIMARY ELEMENTS 
Let R be a commutative unital ring. We shall 
call an element x ER primary if it is contained in 
exactly one maximal ideal of R . In general a ring need 
not possess any primary elements, on the other hand it is 
possible that every maximal ideal contains a primary element. 
LEMMA 3.2.1. Let A be a commutative unital complete 
LMC algebra. If x EA is primary then the unique maximal 
ideal of A containing {x} is the kernel of a G0 point 
of ¢A-
Proof. If x £ A is singular then 6(x) = 0 
for some b E ¢A and K e_!t 6 is a maximal ideal 
[62 p.11,19] . Since X is primary, 
{ 6} = n {g E ¢A . lg(x) I< n-7} ., 
n E 1N 
and so { 6} is a Go point of ¢A • D 
We observe that only the simplest sort of primary 
element can be a divisor of zero. 
LEMMA 3.2.2. Suppose A E BC ~s semisimple and 
e_ 
Mt ~s a maximal ideal of A. Then there ~s a pr~mary 
element in M~ which is a divisor of zero if and only if 
there is a primary idempotent element e_ E Al ii' such that 
6A = e.A for each primary element 6 E Mt . 
Proof. If 6 EM~ is primary and 6~ = 0 for 
some non-zero element g
1 
of A then g1 vanishes 
everywhere on Q A\ltJ. By the Silov idempotent theorem there 
------is a primary idempotent e_ E Af • Clearly 6+ 7 - e_ is 
42. 
~ 
non-zero on cp A and so g = 6 + 1 - e E G . Now 6- eg = 0 
on cii A and so 6 = eg • 
The converse is obvious. D 
EXAMPLE 3.2.3. Let I = [ 0, 1] and consider 
the product space X = II • Then X is a compact 
Hausdorff space under the product topology and no point of 
X lS a [80 p.149] Therefore no maximal ideal of 
C(X) can contain a primary element (Lemma 3.2.1). D 
On the other hand it is possible that every singular 
element may be primary, but this is only true in restricted 
circumstances. 
LEMMA 3.2.4. Let A E FC be infinite dimensional. 
e 
Then A is quasilocal if and only if every non-zero 
singular element of A 
Proof. Suppose that M and N are distinct 
maximal ideals of A If every non-zero singular element 
is primary then M n N = MN = ( 0) • If a E A\ (Mu NJ 
then a= A+m = ·y+ n where A and y are non-zero scalars 
and m EM, n E N • Thus A y = a (a - (A+ y) ) and so 
a E G. Hence A is semisimple with only two maximal 
ideals and is therefore finite dimensional. 
The converse is trivial. D 
While we have seen that it is possible for a Banach 
algebra to have no primary elements it can be shown that 
many Banach algebras do possess them. For example if 
A E BCe and cp A is finite or if A is singly generated 
then it is readily seen that each maximal ideal of A 
must contain a primary element. 
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THEOREM 3.2.5. Let A E BC • If -is countable e 
then every maximal ideal of A contains a dense set of 
primary elements. 
Proof. Let M be a maximal ideal of A • For 
distinct ¢ , w E ¢A define 
M¢,W - {a EM: w (a) I ¢ (a)}. 
Then each M¢, W is open and dense in M and so we may 
employ Proposition 1.2.2 to conclude that nM¢,W, where 
the intersection is taken over all distinct pairs ¢, WE ¢A' 
is dense in M Clearly any member of this intersection 
is pr irnary. D 
We shall now prove our main existence theorem for 
primary elements in BCe algebras. In fact for reasons 
that will be made clear later we shall establish a stronger 
fact. Consider the set S (A) = { 6 E A* : 6 ( e) = 1 = 11 6 11.6 } • 
It is easy to see that S(A) is a w*- compact convex set 
and that ¢A~ s(A) • The Krein-Milman theorem tells 
us that the set of extreme points of S(A) 
' 
which we will 
denote by n (A), is nonempty. It is well known that 
n (A) is the Choquet boundary of the completion 
"' 
in 11 • 11.o of the algebra A of Gelfand transforms of A, 
and so we shall call n(A) the Choquet boundary of A • 
We know that n(A) is a dense and non-discrete subset of 
rA [72 p.53, 55, 59-60] Call an element x EA 
superprimary if {6 E S(A) : 6(x) = 0} is a singleton. 
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THEOREM 3.2.6. Suppose A E BC 
e. • If cp 
the Choquet boundary of A then Mcp contains a superpr~mary 
element if and only if {cp} ~s a G0 point of ¢A • 
Proof. If cp E D(A) then there is X E A with 
X f e. and cp ( X) = 7 = 11 x 11,6 [72 Theorem 7. 1 7] and 
S(A) . w* compact convex since is 
cp ( X } = 7 = II x 11,6 = hup{J6(x)J: 6 E S(A}} . 
Let Kcp = { e. - lj . cp(y) = 7 = ,6Up{ 16 ( tJ)I . 6 E S(A) }} . . . 
Then K cp is a nonempty closed subset of M cp • 
If { cp} is a Go point of ¢A then we may choose a 
countable set ( V ) of w* open sets with { cp} = n V 
• m m 
For each n E 1N let 
K = { lj E Kcp . {6 E S(A} . 6 ( lj) = 0} C V } • . . n n 
We will first show that each K is open in K cp . n 
Suppose lj E K and lj k_ -+ lj n • If 9k_(lJk_) = 0 for some 
gk_ E S(A) \ {Vn } then by the w* compactness of S(A) 
we may suppose that 9k_ converges in the w* topology 
to some element g E S (A} \ { V n} . However 
But this means g(y) = lim gk_(y) = 0 which is not possible 
Q -+OO 
I 
K V Thus K since lj E and g ~ • lj k_ E for n n n 
sufficiently large k_ 
• 
Now we show that each K is 
n 
dense in K cp . If 
X E Kcp then since 7 = cp(e -x) = II e-x II ,6 it follows 
that { a } is an extreme point of { 6 ( X) . 6 E S (A) } . . 
Thus we can choose a sequence ( \ k_) C (! such that \ k_ -+ 0 
-
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and B ( A k. , ; I A k. I ) n { n ( X ) : t) E s ( A) } = r/J • Since ¢ E r A 
we may choose g E A with cp (g) = 7 and 
whenever 1jJ ti- V Now let X fz = X - A k • n 
cp (xfz) = 0 and if lj) (x fz ) = 0 where 1jJ ;t 
, 
have lj) (x) = A k. - Afz lj) (g) E B(A1z,llA1zll 
possible. Hence X fz E K and Xk_ -+ X • n 
+ 
V 
J1jJfgl I < 1 2 
A 1z9 , then 
we would 
n 
which is not 
Application of the Baire Category Theorem now shows 
that nK is nonempty. Any member of this intersection 
n 
is superprimary. 
The converse is Lemma 3.2.1. 0 
COROLLARY 3.2.7. Let A E BC 
e 
be a uniform algebra 
and ¢ E ~ (A) 
• Then M ct> contains a pr-imary element 
and only if {¢} 'l S a peak r oin t . 
Proof. See [12 p. 9 6] and Theorem 3.2.6. 
§3 PRIME IDEALS AND BEZOUT RINGS 
DEFINITION 3.3.1. 
with identity . 
Let R be a commutative r-ing 
(1) If every finitely generated ideal of R is 
principal then R is called a Bezout r-ing. 
if 
D 
( 2) If every 1 x 2 and every 2 x 1 matrix over R 
admits triangular reduction then R is called a Hermite 
r-ing . 
(3) If the set of principal ideals of R is totally 
ordered by inclusion then R is a valuation r-ing . 
( 4) If aR + bR = R for any pair of elements 
a,b ER with no singular common factor in R then R 
is called pre - Bezout . 
46. 
It is easy to show [see 30] that a ring R is 
Hermite if and only if for each 6 ER, g ER there exist 
a, b, d ER with 6 = da, g = db and aR + bR = R. 
Therefore a Hermite ring is always Bezout. Under various 
conditions, such as the requirement that all divisors of 
zero lie in the Jacobson radical, the converse is true [57]. 
LEMMA 3.3.2. A unital ring R is a valuation r~ng 
if and only if it is quasilocal and Hermite. 
PROOFo Clearly a valuation ring is both Hermite 
and quasilocal. If R is quasilocal and Hermite and 
a, b ER then a = de and b = d6 for elements 
e, 6, d E R with eR + 6 R = R • Since R is quasilocal 
either e or 6 must be invertible, and so R is a 
valuation ring. 
Using the above method of proof we can extend the 
result when we have primary elements. 
D 
LEMMA 3.3.3. If R is a unital Hermite r~ng then 
given two primary elements ~n the same maximal ideal of R 
one must divide the other. 
For the algebra CIR(X) Gillman and Henriksen [31] 
showed that on the one hand if X is discrete - then both 
and CIR ( BX) , where BX is the Stone-Cech 
compactification of X, are Hermite and on the other that 
if X is metrizable and CIR(X) 
discrete. 
is Bezout then X is 
This leads us to ask: do there exist any infinite 
dimensional Banach algebras which are Hermite or Bezout 
rings? The connection between this question and that of the 
existence of prime ideals will be made clear in this 
section; and we begin with the observation that the 
answer is, in general, positive. 
EXAMPLE 3.3.4. The Banach algebra C{ f3 1N} = .Q, 00 
lS Hermite. To see this, take a = ( Ct • ) 
,{_ 
and b = { f3 . ) 
,{_ 
00 
( X . ) where if I a . I I s · I in .Q, Set X = x. = a. > • 
,{_ ,{_ ,{_ ,{_ ,{_ 
and x. = s . otherwise. Then a = XC. and b = xd 
,{_ ,{_ 
where C, = { y . ) and d = { cS • ) with 
,{_ ,{_ 
1 
y . = 
,{_ 
- 1 
a .• f3 . 
,{_ ,{_ Ja.J < Js.J ,{_ ,{_ 
and 
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1 ls .,., I > lail or a . = f3 . = 0 
,{_ ,{_ 
cS • = 
,{_ 
- 1 f3 . • a . 
,{_ ,{_ 0 f Ja.1 > Js.J • ,{_ ,{_ 
Thus we may choose m = ( \) . ) and 
,{_ 
n = ( n . ) , where 
,{_ 
each \). and n . is either O or 1 , such that 
,{_ ,{_ 
me.+ nd = 1 • D 
LEMMA 3.3.5. [32 p.214] Let I be a proper ideal 
~n a commutative unital ring R . If every finitely 
generated ideal contained in I ~s principal then the 
prime ideals contained in I form a chain. 
Proof. Suppose P C I and () C I 
-
are prime ideals 
with P <[: Q and Q rt P • Take p E P \ Q and q E Q \ P • 
By hypothesis there are elements a , b , ~ and ;t with 
p = ba , ~ p + .:tq = a and pR + q R = R • Since a r/:-PUQ 
it follows that b E P and so ~ b-1 E Q • But this would 
mean that 7 E I • D 
-··---· 
48. 
It is known [see 32 p.213] that if JN* denotes 
the one point compactification 1N U {w} of the natural 
numbers then there are uncountably many mutually disjoint 
infinite chains of distinct prime ideals of C(JN*) in 
the maximal ideal M 
w 
If X lS a Q-space, that is if 
X is the quotient of some locally compact Hausdorff space, 
and if A is a uniformly closed subalgebra of C(X) 
W. Dietrich Jr. [20] has shown that if 
then 
E = {xE X: ln (x) J = II JI} for some n EA and if p EE 
is not isolated in the boundary of E, or if X is 
infinite and first countable, then C(JN*) is a homomorphic 
image of A. Consequently A has a maximal ideal which 
contains uncountably many mutually disjoint infinite chains 
of distinct prime ideals of A • 
We will obtain similar, though weaker, results for a 
wider class of algebras by extending some recent work of 
J.Esterle [ 2 6] from the context of radical Banach algebras. 
The first lemma lS an extension of [26 p. 5 4] a nd 
[ 10 Theoreme 1. 2] • 
LEMMA 3.3.6. L et A E FC 
e_ • I f there 1,, s an element 
p E A , and f o r each m E 1N a sequence (unm) C G , such 
that l im P u nm = r f or each m and 
n-+oo 
(1) If p ~ Rad(A) and A i-s a Q- algebra then 
lim JI pm u~: 11-6 = 00 for each m E 1N • 
n-+oo 
(2) If p E Rad( A) and for each m E 1N such that 
pm IO there i-s q(m) E 1N w i th l i m 11 Pm u. ~ ! 1 lq [ m ) = 00 , 
n-+oo 
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then for each positive integer Q there are elements 
67,•••,bQ of A such that V 
.{_ = 
pA for each i= 1, ••• , Q 
and,for each integer with -6 f 0 , 6~ ~ 6 . B whenever -6 p 
.{_ j 
f . and B E Su.p (A) .{_ j • 
Proof. Let r - { q E pG . pA = qA } - { q E pG : p E qA } . 
Then 
r - n { q E pG . in6 d(p,qa) < J_ } . t t E 1N a E A 
and so r is a dense G0 subset of pG. 
Fix a positive integer Q. For each ~,i,t EN 
. 
with 7 < t. < Q and p.{_ / 0 define, for p E Rad(A) , 
. 
Q 
{(c. 7, ••• ,c. Q) E IT pG 1 
and II c.j u.11 q(i) > ~ when j It, 1 < j < Q, for some 
u. E A} • 
If pi Rad(A) define the set 6 (~) as above, except 
~.{_ 
put 
., 
II c. ~ u.11 in place of II c.~ u. 11 ( '). j -6 j q.{_ 
If we take the product metric on 
Q 
IT pG then it is 
1 
a Frechet space and each . is open. We shall show that 
it is also dense. 
Given E > 0 and ( a 1 , ... aQ) E IT pG choose , 1 
97,•••,gQ in G such that d ( a . , pg . ) < E for each j j 
j = 1 , ••• , Q Then lim pu. g . = pg . and • nm j j 
n-+co 
(a) if p E Rad(A) and pm I O then 
- 1 
lim in l 11 pm u. - 1 gm 11 > lim in l 11 pm - 7 11 11 g - m 11 0 nm j q(m) - u u.nm q(m) j q(m) 
n+oo n-+co 
co 
. 
~._.. .• 
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(b) if pi Rad(A) then for each m 
So we can choose a positive integer n such that 
d(pg.t,pg.t uni) < min(s,IL- 7 ) and, if 
p E Rad(A), 
-11 
,{_ 
- 1 
gill q(il > IL if p LL 
' 
or )1,{_ 
i Rad(A), II ,{_ - 1 g~ II > IL whenever , I .t 1 p p LL . j < j )1,{_ j J.i ' 
- 1 
< Q 
If we set and now c_ .t = pg .t LL LL = LL c_ , = pg, n,{_ ' n,{_ j j 
for , I .t 1 . Q then (c.7,•••,c.k) 6 ( ~) j < j < is in 
' - fl_,<._ 
and d(c. ., a .) < 2s for 1 < j < Q. j j - -
We may now use the Baire category theorem to conclude 
that 
6 (.t) Q n n n n TI r 
IL E 1N 1<.t< k m !Lm 1 { m:p /0} 
is nonempty. Choose (67,•• 0 , b Q) in this intersection, 
• 
then n. = pA 
,{_ for each ,{_ since 6 . Er . By definition ,{_ 
~ 6 ( .t) of we may choose, !Lm 
integer .t with .t p t O, 
d( (i) -1 b ·, t) · LL ) < H 
,{_ ,{_ n and 
for each i = 1 , ••• , I<_ and each 
a sequence (u(i)) such that 
n 
.t ( i) II 6 j LL 11 II q ( .t) > n whenever 
j Ii , if p E Rad(A) , ofL II 6~ u(i) II > n if pi Rad(A). J n -6 
Consequently 6~ i 6 -B for any BE Sup(A). j ,{_ D 
DEFINITION 3.3.7. Let A be a unital topological 
algebra . If A 1., s quasi local with max imal ideal M then 
set I M = M Otherwise ~ if M 1., s a maximal ideal o f • 
A 
' 
let P( M) denote the set of pr1.,mary elements of A 
contained 1., n M and set I M = aG n (A\ P(M)J. 
51. 
It may happen that even for algebras in FC the set 
e 
aG is empty. For example this is true of the algebra 
of entire functions with the compact-open topology. However 
aG is always nonempty if A is a Q- algebra. 
LEMMA 3.3.8. IM ~s closed under multiplication. 
If A E FC Q-algebra~ if x E aG and if { 0 } . not ~s a ~s e 
an isolated point of SpA(x) then X E IM for each 
maximal ideal M of A • 
Proof. IM lS closed under multiplication since this 
lS true of both aG and A\ P(M) . Suppose X E aG and 
M lS a maximal ideal of A • If X (j. aG n (A\M) then, 
for small E 
' 
B(x,2 s ) n ( A \ M) C A \ 3G. 
Now take a, b E B ( x, E ) n ( A \ M) 
' 
and b = ye+ n where A, cS E (1, \ { 0 } 
then a = A e + m 
and m,nE M. 
Choose a continuous function ¢ : [0,1] ~ (1, to satisfy 
¢ ( 0) = A , ¢ ( 1) = y , ¢ ( t) I O for all t , and 
I ¢ ( t) - :ty + ( t- 1 ) y I < s 
for all ;t_ E [0,1] • Then if we define l/J : [0,1] ~ A 
by ljJ (t) = ¢ (t)e + (7-t)m + tn we have 
11 l/J ( t) - x II = II ¢ ( t) e - y t + ( t- 1 ) A + t ( y + n - x:) 
+ ( 1-t) ( )._ +m-x) II < 2s 
Therefore ljJ (t) (j. aG and we have shown that 
B(x, s ) n (A \M) lies in some component of A \ 3G . 
However A \ aG is the union of the disjoint sets G 
and S n ( A \ a G) , and 
A\ {S n (A\ 8G)} = G U 8G = G U 8G 
= A\ {S n (A \ 8G)} 
Therefore any component of A \ 8G is either a component 
of G or consists entirely of singular elements. But 
since {O} is not isolated in SpA(x) and x E 8G this 
contradicts the fact that B ( x , E ) n ( A \ M ) is in some 
such component. 
Hence x E 8G n ( A \ M) c IM • 
52. 
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LEMMA 3.3.9. Let A EFC • If there is an element e. 
p E Rad(A) with p E p Rad(A), or if A is a Q-algebra 
and there is a maximal ideal M of A containing an element 
' 
then for each m Em there p such that p E p IM 
is a sequence (unm) 
Lemma 3.3.6. 
in A satisfying the conditions of 
Proof. If there is p ER= Rad(A) with p E pR 
then the conclusion may be arrived at using a similar 
method to [10 Lerruna 1.1] with minor modification in the 
case that p is nilpotent. 
In the latter case p l\= Rad(A) and p E p IM • 
Given E > 0 we may choose b E 8G n (A \P( M)) with 
d(p,pb) < E • Since M is closed there is a positive 
integer .-<.. such that Al = n -_ 7 ( J) 
j where J is a maximal 
ideal in A , for each j ~ i , j and since both p and 
b are singular in A there are positive integers 
fco such that whenever > ' and Q Q the element j Jo > 
- 0 
p, is singular in r and bQ is singular in ~ j j 
[62 p.18, p. 2 5] . 
and 
53. 
Choose an integer q sufficiently large to ensure 
that - 7 M = TI (J) ' q where J is a maximal ideal in A, q 
and both pq and b are singular q 
b rtP(J) . Since b E P(J) we q q 
with 1/J( pq) f 0 and 1jJ (b ) = 0 • q 
sequence (v ) CG with v + b. 
n n 
and for each m EN 
in A while q 
may choose 1jJ E <PA 
q 
Now choose a 
Then 1/J ( TI (v ) ) + 0 
q n 
+ CX) 
Therefore, given a positive integer s, we may 
choose n sufficiently large to ensure that d(p,pv ) < 2E 
n 
and II pmv- 7 11 > s. 
n "1, 
Now we can combine these lemmas to obtain the main 
result of this section. 
THEOREM 3 • 3 . 1 0 . Let A E FC be a Q-alg ebra . 
e. 
If there i.s a maximal ideal M of A containing a 
nonnilpotent element P. with p E pIM then for any 
B E Sup(A) there are infinitely many distinct chains 
. . 
of 
nonclosed proper prime ideals of B. If p i.s pri.mary 
in the maximal ideal N of B then the above prime 
ideal may be chosen to be contained i.n N ~ and so B 
i S n O t Be ZOU t . 
Proof. It follows from Lemmas 3.3.6 and 3.3.9 
that for each REW there is a collection {n 7, •• , nR } 
of elements of A such that 
n oo 
{ 1 . } 7 n 
1 
. B = ¢ whenever 
u,t n= uj 
pA = V and 
,t 
,t I j, ,t = 7, .•. , R . 
Using Proposition 1.1.1 we find prime ideals P. of B 
,t 
such that P. ~ n .A and n. t P. if If j. The P. 
,t- ,t j ,t ,t 
D 
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must be nonclosed since 
rx = D C P. j f .{. j .{. .{. ' 
but n . E P. • j .{. 
If N lS a maximal ideal of B and p lS primary 
in N then since D = pA each fl· lS primary and 
' 
.{. .{. 
n · E N • Therefore the P. must lie in N • From 
.{. .{. 
Lemma 3.3.5 it follows that B cannot be Bezout. D 
EXAMPLES 3.3.11. ( 1) • Esterle [26] provides an 
example of a CRBA R with a nilpotent element p with 
p E pR, however R has only one nonmaximal prime ideal. 
This shows that the nonnilpotency requirement in 
Theorem 3.3.10 is essential. 
( 2) • C ( 1N) lS in FC and 
e. 
M = { (a.) . a. E rt for each .{. and a = 0 } lS a maximal . 
.{. .{. 1 
ideal. The element (0,7,7, •• ) . . M p = is . primary in 
and if u = ( B . ) where B 7 = 0 B - = 1 ( 2 < .{. < VI. ) ' n .{. ' .{. 
and B . = 0 for all j > n then u E IM and j n 
pu -+-
n 
p • However C ( 1N) lS van Neumann regular and 
so every prime ideal is maximal. Thus the requirement 
that A be a Q-algebra in Theorem 3.3.10 is 
indispensable. 
( 3 ) • Consider CX) £ = C( B1N) 
• 
It is easy to see that every singular element of £ 
CX) 
is in aG, and it follows from Stone's characterization 
CX) 2 CX) 
of the closed ideals of £ that X E X £ for each 
CX) CX) 
X E £ . Choose p E Q, such that { a} lS not 
isolated in s p (X) ( p) 
' 
then by Lemma 3. 3. 8 p E pI A! . 
£ 
CX) 
However the ring £ lS Bezout and so the prime ideals 
55. 
contained in any maximal ideal form a chain ( L ernma 3 . 3 . 5 ) . 
Therefore the requirement that p be primary, in the 
latter part of Theorem 3.3.10, is necessary. 
00 (4). Let H denote the algebra 
of bounded analytic functions on the open unit disc 6 • 
No point of 
elements in 
cp \ 6 
00 
is a G0 and so there are no primary H 
H
00 
except 
- 1 00 g E H 
' 
n E IN, 
where z is the identity function on 6 . In particular 
there are no maximal ideals M which contain a primary 
element p with p E pIM • But H
00 
is not Bezout, 
in fact as we shall see in §4.1 it is not even pre-Bezout, 
and so the latter part of Theorem 3.3.10 gives a sufficient, 
but not necessary, condition for an algebra to be 
non-Bezout. D 
_, 
A net of elements of a Frechet algebra A is 
called a uniformly bounded left approximate identity if 
and ).)up. IJ e.,, JI . <K for all 
,{_ I\ ,{_ -
A, where K is a constant greater than or equal to one. 
COROLLARY 3.3.12. Let A E FC be a Q-algebra. 
e_ 
Suppose M is a maximal ideal of A for which the 
corresponding point of cp A is not isolated, and that M 
has a uniformly bounded approximate identity and contains 
a primary element p . Then Al contains infinitely many 
distinct chains of nonclosed prime ideals of A and A 
is not a Bezout ring. 
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Proof. If M = Ke~ n and n is not isolated in 
¢A then there is a net (nv) in ¢A which converges 
to n . If x EM then n (x) E SpA(x) and n (x) ~ 0 , 
V V 
so {O} is not an isolated point of SpA(x) • It follows 
from Lemma 3.3.8 that dG n M ~IM. We may apply the 
,,. 
Frechet algebra extension of Cohen's factorization theorem 
[23 p.74] to show that p E p ( d G n M ) and so p E p IM • 
The conclusions now follow from Theorem 3.3.10 and 
Lemma 3.3.5. 
W. Dietrich Jr. has addressed the problem of 
determining the existence of nonmaximal prime ideals in 
uniform algebras [19] and has shown that they do exist 
in such algebras on a compact metrizable space. We can 
now use Theorem 3.3.10 to tackle the general case. 
COROLLARY 3.3.13. Let BE BC be an infinite 
e 
D 
dimensional uniform algebra. Then B contains infinitely 
many distinct chains of nonclosed prime ideals . 
Proof. Since B is infinite dimensional it follows 
that the set V of strong boundary points is not discrete 
[see the remarks on 72, p.59-60]. Choose ~E V which 
is not isolated in ¢A, then there is an element x E B\i~J 
with ~ ( x ) = 11 x 11 = 1 [12 p .96] 
subalgebra generated by e and x • 
Let A be the closed 
Then M = (e-x)A 
is a maximal ideal of A, and since ¢A - SpA(x) ~ Sp 8 (x) 
it follows that {1 } is not isolated in SpA(x) • 
A result of J.Esterle [26 p.110] shows that M has a 
bounded approximate identity and we may repeat the proof 
of Corollary 3.3.12 to obtain the desired conclusion. 
D 
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Lerrunas 3.3.6 and 3.3.9 enable us to characterize 
algebraically those algebras in FC which are valuation 
e_ 
rings. This characterization should be compared with 
[26 p.56] and [10] 
THEOREM 3.3.15. Let A E FC be a valuation r1.,,ng. 
e_ 
Then A 1.,,s either a Fr;chet algebra of power ser1.,,es or 
is isomorphic to the r1.,,ng [~[X]/Xp~(X)] e ~e_ for some 
p E 1N • 
Proof. The hypothesis on A ensures that the set 
of singular elements forms an ideal, and so A is 
quasilocal. Let N be the nilradical of A • If X E 
and y (f. N and xy E N then there are prime ideals p 
and Q of A with N C p u Q and X (f. p 
' 
lj E Q . 
-
This is not possible (Lemma 3.3.5) and so N must be a 
prime ideal of A • We shall show that it must be 
closed. Take IL E N \N so IL = lim n fz for some , 
sequence ( n k_) in N . Since A is a valuation ring 
nk_A it follows that nk_ E ILA for each k_ • 
N 
and IL (f. 
Therefore ILE ILRad(A) , which is not possible by Lemmas 
3.3.6 and 3.3.9. 
If N = {0} then A is a valuation domain and the 
conclusion was obtained by Bouloussa [1 ~ 
Suppose N f { O} • If ILE Ra.d(A) \ N and n E N 
then, since IL (f. nA , we have n E !LA • Therefore NC !LA 
for each ILE Rad(A)\N, which would mean that 
However Esterle has shown that if 
there must be an element p E Rad (A) with p E pRad [A) 
[26 p.17] Again this contradicts Lemmas 3.3.6 and 3.1.9 
and so we have N = Rad(A) 
• 
5 8. 
A result of Grabiner [35] shows that Nk = (0) 
for some positive integer k • Choose the least such 
k choose E N with k 0 and k- 1 I 0 and n n = n • 
If m E N lS nonzero and m (f. nA then m = nd for 
d E N Thus k-7 k-7 dk-7 E N2k-1 ( 0) some n = m = • • 
Hence N is a principal ideal and we use the argument of 
Theorem 2.3.9 to see that N is isomorphic to 
for some p E 1N • D 
If A and B are Banach spaces and w : A + B 
is a linear mapping from A into B then the separating 
space of w ' written G( w) 
' 
is the set 
{ a E B : ;th e,'1.. e_ a'1.. e_ X + 0 
n 
.{_n A wi;th wx + a} • 
n 
Clearly w lS continuous if and only if G( wl= { 0 } . 
In a recent paper Khosravi [51] claimed that if 
A E BC 
e_ 
and if where R = Rad(A) 
' 
then for any derivation V on A the separating space G(V) 
is nilpotent and VA CR. 
prime ideals of an algebra A 
He also claimed that if all 
in BC are closed then 
e_ 
VA CR for any derivation V on A • However in both 
cases he made the erroneous assumption that R is always 
a prime ideal . Using Lemmas 3.3.6 and 3.3.9 we can establish 
similar results . 
LEMMA 3.3 016. Let A E FC e_ be a Q- al9ebra 1,n 
which every prime ideal 1,s closed . Then p (f. pRad(A) 
for every nonnilpotent element p EA . 
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 3.3.10 
once we observe that Rad(A) ~ IM for every maximal 
59. 
ideal M of A . D 
COROLLARY 3.3.17. Suppose A E BC an d that 
e_ 
p 4 pRad(A) for every nonnilpo tent p E A • Th en if T 
"ls a homomorphism from a Banach algebra B onto A 
G ( T) "ls nilpotent. If V "ls a derivation on A th en 
xG(V) -i s nilpotent for every singular element X E A • 
Proof. Take T ( b) E G ( T) , where b E B , then 
using the "stability lemma" (7 p.93] there is a positive 
integer n such that T(bn)G(T) = T(bn+J)G(T) • 
Therefore T(b)nG(T) = n T(b)fiG(T) (1 Lemma 2] 
k>n 
and so if T(b) is not nilpotent there is a nonzero element 
lj E n 
k>n 
T(b)k G(T) • 
find x EA with 
Suppose 
x E xRad(A) = uyk.Rad(A) 
then we may 
since G(T) C Rad(A) (16 p.140], (26 p.16] 
• 
By hypothesis 
x, and therefore lj, is nilpotent. If we denote by 
11 • Ilk the quotient norm on T(b)k.A (26 p.12] then we 
show that nT(b"-)A lS a complete metric algebra under 
d(J.i, .t) = z:: 2 - k min ( 7 , 11 f.> 
-.t ll k.), 
k>O 
and since n T (bk) G ( T) is nil it must therefore be 
nilpotent. Therefore T(b n )G(T) is nilpotent. This is 
true for all b EA with T(b) E G(T) , and so G(T) 
is nil and therefore nilpotent (35] 
may 
For the latter statement of the corollary it will 
suffice, by Johnson's idempotent theorem [51] , to assume 
that A= R@ ~e_ where R = Rad(A) . If x EA then 
60. 
we may use the stability lemma to find a positive integer 
n such that xnG(V) = xn+JG(V) • If xG(V) is not 
nilpotent then we may repeat the argument of the above 
paragraph to obtain a contradiction. D 
Theorem 3.3.10 may also be used to prove an "automatic 
continuity" theorem obtained by J. Esterle for the 
algebra C(X) [ 2 5] • 
THEOREM 3.3.18. Let A E BC 
e_ • 
If ., for every 
nonzero prime ideal P of A, the nonmaximal prime 
ideals of A/P form a chain then f or every epimorphism 
w fro m A onto a Banach alg ebra G( w) is nilpotent . 
Proof. Suppose that B is a Banach algebra and 
w : A ~ B is a discontinuous epimorphism. If G( w) 
is not nilpotent then without loss of generality we may 
assume that Kenw = P is a prime ideal of A [70 Theorem 
3 . 3 J • Since w is discontinuous the "stability lemma" 
shows that there is a nonzero element x EA and positive 
integer n such that w(x ) E G( w) and 
W ( x) nG ( w) = w ( x) n + 1 G ( w) • Thus 
n+ 1 2 y = 1 (x) E y Rad(B) 
• 
Since P is prime y is not nilpotent. 
We can give A/K e.nw a Banach algelra norm 
lia+ PII= llw(a)IIB and let ~ denote the induced 
isomorphism from A/P onto B • Clearly 
Rad(A/P) = ~ -J [Rad(B)] • Now let b = xn+J +PE A/P , 
then there are g I<. E A with 
-~ ....... 
61. 
and 1 1 ~ ( b J since 
Therefore b E b2 Rad(A/P} which contradicts the assumption 
on A/P, by Theorem 3.3.10. D 
Any algebra with Krull dimension one satisfies the 
conditions of Theorem 3.3.18, as does the algebra C(X) , 
where X is a compact Hausdorff space [32 Chapter 14] 
Note that if A= C(X) then we may assume that Ke~~ is 
prime [70 Theorem 4.2] and so G( ~ ) = { 0} and ~ is 
continuous. The algebra Cn[O, 1] of n times 
continuously differentiable functions on the unit interval 
satisfies the algebraic conditions of Theorem 3.3.10 
[83 p.21] and so what we have contains a known result about 
epimorphisms from these algebras [83 Theorem 2.4] 
[ 8 Theorem 3 . 3] . 
' 
It is appropriate at this stage to make some remarks 
about the set 8G . Firstly, we observe that this set 
may be given a simple characterization for the disc 
algebra A ( L}) 
• 
If f E A(i) is singular and has its 
only zeroes on the boundary of the disc then the function 
6n defined b ( A ) by n 
invertible. Let JJ n = 
II 6 n. - n 11 f 0 • Then 
y > 0 and a sequence 
6(A(1 7 A ( L} ) = - -) ) is in and 
n 
7 1 and that suppose YI. 
we may choose a complex 
(A ) C 6 such that YI. 
number 
1
1 ( A ) - 1 ( JJ A ) I > v Without loss of generality we u YI. u YI. YI. ' • 
suppose that A YI. and so ln ( JJYI.AYl. l - 6 ( JJYI.A ) I -
+ 6 ( AYI. ) - 6 ( A ) I > Y 
for large YI. since 6 is continuous. But 
is 
l n(JJYI. AYI.) - 6( JJ YI. A ) I = l6 ( µYl.An ) - 6 ( A ) + 6 ( A ) - 1) ( 1-lnA ) I -+ o 
which is a contradiction. Therefore 6 -+ 6 and so 
n 
n E 8G . Now suppose that n E 8G and that n ( A) = 0 
for some A E ~ with l>--1 < 1 . Choose a Cauchy cycle, 
inside the disc, about {>-.} and nn E G such that 
For sufficiently large n Rouche's Theorem 
shows that n and 1 have the same number of zeroes Un 
enclosed by the cycle. This is clearly impossible since 
6 2. 
nn is nonzero on the disc. Thus, if we identify the Silov 
boundary of A( 6 ) with the boundary of the disc, we see 
I'. 
that n E 8G if and only if n is zero only on the 
Silov boundary. 
More generally, if A E BC (2_ 
>,# 
then a Rouche-type 
theorem due to Holladay [80 p.145] states that if 
I'. I'. I'. 
x,y EA and lx(ljJ) - y( lJ; ) I < lx(ljJ) I for all lJ; E r A 
then x is singular if and only if tj is singular. 
Therefore if x E 8G it follows that x must be zero 
somewhere on rA • However the converse may fail. 
The Silov boundary of C(6) may be identified with the 
whole of 6 and the function z : >-. ~ >-. is not in 8G. 
But z is zero only on the Silov boundary. So the set 
8G, even for Banach algebras, is not easily described 
in general. This makes it desirable to have another 
condition for Theorem 3.3.10 which is more easily checked. 
To do this we first modify [26 p.16-17] 
LEMMA 3.3.19. Let A E FC and M be a maximal (2_ 
If there &Sa sequence ( X ) 
n 
ideal of A. 
X E I X 
n 1\I n + 1 for each n , then there &San element 
x E M -with x E x IM = U I Mx n • 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is almost exactly the 
same as that of [10 Theorem 2.1] once we use Lemma 3.3.8. 
D 
LEMMA 3.3.20. Let A E FC and M be a maximal e, 
ideal of A. Suppo s e the r e is a pr~mary element 
p EM n IM for which p E p2A. Then there is a primary 
element x EM with x E xIM. 
,> 
63. 
Proof. Let B = pA. Then B is a Frechet algebra. 
D f . pnB by e ine seminorms on 
in6{ 11 xii 
R. 
X E B , n p X = n} . 
Then, in a similar manner [26 p.12] , it may be proved 
that for each n the seminorms { II • I II n) } make pnB 
into a Frechet algebra. Let d(n) (•,•) denote the induced 
complete metric. 
( c.lo-6u.Ju?_ in d ( ·, ·)) • 
We claim that 
d(n)(·,·)}= n 
j E 
To see this; 
A { 6 E pnB n+ 7 1A c.lo-6u.!Le. in = . p E . 
' 
n 
{6 E pnB . . 
N 
first take 
inn { d( n ) ( pn+7, 6a ) < j- 7 } } 
a E A 
n EA such that 
n 
n 6 = p b 
• 
for some b E B and 1A - pA in the original topology 
' 
on A Thus DA = pA since b E B = pA Now for • . 
each integer R. and a EA , II Pn+J - nail (nl < R. ·- 11 P - ba I l1z 
so that since p E 1iA we obtain pn+J E 1A in the 
d (n)( ) l pn+7 EY-A 
·,· topology. Converse y, suppose u 
in the d(n) {.,.) topology. Then there is a sequence 
( a R.) in 
IIPn+J -
A with d(n) (pn+ 7,6aR.) ~ 0 • Hence 
0 all 11 't I ->- 0 for each j E JN , and since 
64. 
it follows that n +7 IA the original topology on p E in 
A By hypothesis pA = p2A so that pA = Pn+JA C p: • 
C pnbA c; pA Therefore pA = IA and t E A • • n 
Therefore each A 
n 
with respect to 
and so has an equivalent complete metric. Let 
T . A -+ A be the inclusion mapping . If h = pn- 1 b . 
n-1 n n 
where b E B = 
exists h E B 
E 
d(n-1) (h nh ) 
'p E 
A 7 • n-
pA = 
with 
< E • 
p2A then, given 
d ( b, ph ) < E 
s 
Thus T (A ) 
n n 
It is easily checked that each 
s > 0 I there 
and so 
is 
T 
n 
(n-1) d -dense in 
is continuous, and 
so we apply Proposition 1.2.1 to obtain a nonzero element 
lj E (i A n • Hence 
in B with lj = p 
is one-to-one over 
Since p E 
X E 
pA 
M such 
= yA = 
= xA = 
m 
p 
IM we 
that 
m 
X A C m -
px 7 A m+ 
yA 
m 
X 
m 
may 
X E 
X A 
m 
= pA and there is a sequence ( X ) 
m 
for each The map L . m z -+ pz • . p 
n [1 l] and n p B Lemma so X , = pX . J 
.{, .{,+ 
use Lemma 3.3.10 to find an element 
xIM = u I Mx 11 • Now 
C pA and so 
• 
Therefore xA = pA and so x is primary. D 
THEOREM 3.3.21. Suppose A E FC 
e_ • I f A has a 
maximal ideal M which contain a nonnilpotent pri-mary 
element p E Al nIM - in particular if p E 3G and A 
i-s a Q- algebra and M is not i olated i-n the maximal 
ideal pace - and i f p has finite closed descent ~ then 
M contain an infinite number of pairwise distinct chain 
of nonclo ed prime ideals o f A . Hence A is not 
a Bezout ringo 
65. 
Proof. If pnA = Pn+JA and PE M n IM then 
' 
pn E M n IM and n satisfies the hypothesis of p 
Lemma 3.3.20. We may therefore apply Theorem 3.3.10. 
§4 THE SEPARABLE CASE 
THEOREM 3.4.1. Let A E FC be a separable 
e 
D 
Q-algebra . Suppose that M is a maximal ideal of A with 
a uniformly bounded approximate identity and that the 
point of ¢A corresponding to M is not isolated . Then 
M contains infinitely many disjoint chains of nonclosed 
prime ideals of A which are dense in M. 
Proof. By making the appropriate extension of 
[23 Corollary 17.6] using (23 Theorem 26.4 and p.115] 
we may find an element p EA such that M = pA = p 2 A • 
We may now apply Corollary 3.3.11, noting that the prime 
ideals are dense since r =:) V = pA = M . 
,{_ - ,{_ 
EXAMPLE 3.4.2. 
1 
w (x) = (1+x) 1 - n 
n , 
Let W ( X) 
C2 
+ 
x E IR 
- 7 + lxl ' 
' 
n E 1N 
• Then 
L J ( w ) 
n = { n E L ( IR+ J = 11 n 11 = 1 n ( :t l I w ( :t l d:t < 00 } J Joo n n 
0 
is a Banach algebra, under convolution multiplication, 
for each n . If we topologize by the 
then A increasing sequence of seminorms ( 11 • 11 YL) 
is a Fr~chet algebra with uniformly bounded approximate 
identity (23 
7 
p.180] Now 
lim w ( :t) :t = 7 
;t--roo n 
for each 
SpA(6) = USpLJ(w )(6) 
n 
and 
n , so that A is a 
Q-algebra (62 p .19] Since A is s2parable we may 
D 
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apply Theorem 3.4.1 to find proper nonmaximal prime ideals 
of A# and to show that A# is not Bezout. I I 
00 
We know that the uniform algebra £ is a Bezout ring; 
and that, in response to a question posed by M. Weiss, 
Dietrich Jr. (19] showed that no infinite dimensional 
uniform algebra on a first countable space can be Bezout 
(Corollary 3.3.14) 
• 
The main result of this section is 
that no separable infinite dimensional algebra in BC 
can be Bezout. We will first establish the following 
lemma: 
e_ 
LEMMA 3.4.3. Let A E BC be a separable Bezout 
e_ 
If M ~s a nonprincipal maximal ideal of A 
containing a prbmary (resp. superprimary) element then 
M = pA = p 2 A (resp. with p superprimary). 
Proof. Choose a dense countable set {x .) 
,{_ 
in M. 
By taking a common divisor of each x. and a primary 
,{_ 
(resp.superprimary) element, we may choose a countable set 
(p.) of primary (resp.superprimary) elements in M with 
,{_ 
the property that M = up.A 
,{_ • 
Suppose M I pA for any p E M • 
m EM we have a factorization m = ab 
Then for any element 
' 
where b is 
primary (resp.superprimary). It is not possible that b 
divides p. for all ,<.. since otherwise M = oA. 
,{_ Therefore 
there is some J with b E p .A j ( Lemma 3 . 3 . 3) . It follows 
and that we can apply the Baire category 
theorem to find some with pmA of second category in 
M. But then M would equal pA. 
m 
Therefore A{ = pA (resp. p superprimary). Since p 
has a common factor in M with any element of M\ pA 
it follows that p = 6g with 6,g EM. 
pA = ~. 
Hence 
67. 
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Lemma 3.4 o4. Let A E BC be semisimple ~ separable e.. 
and infinite dimensional. Then A is not a Bezout ring. 
Proof. Suppose that A is an infinite dimensional 
semisimple Bezout ring. Since ~A is first countable we 
know from Theorem 3.2.6 that there is a maximal ideal M~ , 
where ~ E D(A) is not isolated in r A, which contains 
a superprimary element. Lemma 3.4.3 then shows that 
M~ = pA = ~ for some superprimary element p. If { O} 
is not an extreme point of SpA(p) then there are distinct 
µ , n E ~Ac S(A) such that O = t µ(p) + (7-t) n (p) with 
t E (0, 7 
• Therefore O = ( t µ + ( 1-t) n ) ( p) , and since 
p is superprimary we have ~ = tw + (7-t) n which contradicts 
the fact that ~ E D(A) • So {O} is an extreme point of 
SpA(p) and there are Ab_ E (l with ).k i SpA(p) and 
>.. k -+ 0 Hence p = lim (p->..k) E aG and p E p2 A • 
• Q -+00 
Therefore A is finite dimensional by Theorem 3.3.21. D 
COROLLARY 3.4.5. A separable integral domain B 
in BCe.. is a Bezout ring if and only if B =Cle.. 
Proof. It follows immediately from Lemma 3.4.4 that 
if B is Bezout then it must be quasilocal and therefore a 
valuation domain. Theorem 3.3.15 shows that B =Cle.. 
The converse is trivial. D 
68. 
THEOREM 3.4.6. A separable Bezout r~ng ~n BC e 
~s fi nite dimensional . 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.4.4 that a separable 
Bezout ring A in BCe has only finitely many maximal 
ideals { M 1 , •• , Mk.}. 
If M. is principal, say M. = pA, and 
~ ~ 
n is not prime then there are elements X = p (A+a) 
' 
m 
where E 1N u { 0} A,Y E {f, \ { 0 } lj = p (A+b) n,m I 
' 
and a, b E M. such that Xlj E n M~ • Therefore ~ ' ~ k.> 0 
pn + m ("+a) ( A+ b) E pn + m+ 1 A 
n+m E n+m+ 1 A and so p p • On the other hand if 
n M~ is prime then since it is closed Corollary 3.4.5 
k.>0 ~ 
shows that A/ n M~ - {f, and so M. = nM~ which means 
~ ~ ~ 
that p E p 2A. 
If M. is not principal then Lemma 3.4.3 shows 
~ 
M . = ~ = ~ for some element p. E M . • 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
Not every 
M. can be principal (Theorem 2.3.9) so without loss of 
~ 
generality assume that M1, •• ,Mj are not principal where 
j < R. 
• Now 
From the above remarks 1 < ~ < j and 
if j = k. then IL= p 1 But if 
. R. j < 
then there is an integer m such that m E m+JA for p. p. 
~ ~ 
. . 1 t... km E km+ 1 A • ~ = j+ , ••• , k, therefore /~ /~ In either 
case Theorem 3.3.10 shows that A contains infinitely 
many distinct chains of nonmaximal prime ideals. However 
since A has only finitely many maximal ideals some one 
.. . -- --~---------- .. 
of them must contain infinitely many distinct chains of 
prime ideals which is impossible by Lemma 3.3.5. 
Therefore A is finite dimensional. 
69. 
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CHAPTER FOUR 
FACTORIZATION 
We have seen in the previous chapter how the condition 
x E xIM , for some element x and maximal ideal M of 
an algebra A in BC , yields as an algebraic consequence 
e 
the existence of proper nonmaximal prime ideals of A • 
In this chapter we observe that a similar condition gives 
rise to infinite factorization in a Banach algebra, and study 
related questions about factorization. 
§1 PARTIAL APPROXIMATE IDENTITIES AND FACTORIZATION 
Suppose A E BC , 
e 
then it is well known that if 
A I (!, e the set Z of topological divisors of zero in A 
is nonempty, as is the set 
H = { x E A I o J } 
= {x E A A : x(1)J) = 0 
[see 66 p.137]. If in6 llbxll > A > 0 then simple 
xi O II x II 
induction shows that for each n E 1N and each XE A 
II bnxn II ~ 7\nll xnll . Hence 11 bx 11 > A II XII and so it is 
.6 - .6 
always true that H C z 
• 
On the other hand for the 
algebra A = £ 7 ( w ) Silov [ 6 9] has shown that 7\ - X E z 
if and only if V1 ,: IAI ,: V2 
1 
where 
1 
V2 = lim w(n) 11 
and v 1 = lim 
n-+co 
in6 [w ( n+Jz.)] n 
fl. E 1N w(Jz.) 
n-+co 
• However 
r A ={A : !Al = v 2 } and Arens [5] gives an example of a 
weight for which v 1 = 0 and v 2 = 1 , thereby showing 
that H does not in general equal 
Of course if b E Z then inf 
a#O 
z • 
11 b a 11-6 
11 a 11 
= 0 , and 
so it is a natural question to ask whether there is 
necessarily a non-zero element y EA such that 
71. 
in6{·1 J yall 
llall -6 
. 
. !!all/ 0 } = 0. The following theorem shows 
that this is not always the case . 
THEOREM 4.1 . 1. Let 
y E yS • Then in6{ llyxll 
II X II 
A E BC and 
e. 
y E A satisfy 
. 
. 11 xii Io}= o. Conversely 
if y -is not a divisor of zero and if in6 {JI yxll 
!Ix 11-6 
llxll I O}= o 
-6 
then y E yS • 
Proof . Suppose y E yS, then for every E > 0 
there is -6 E S with II Y - Y -6 11 < E . Put X = 1 - -6 
then 1 E SpA(x) so 11 x 11-6 ) 1 and II u xii < E . 
-
Conversely if for each E > 0 there is X E A 
with II uxll <E llxll then we may choose A E (£ with 
-6 
' 
and Put - 1 :t = A X 
' 
then 
lj-lj:t E B([j,E) nus . Hence yE yS . 
Following J. Esterle [ 2 6 J we say t.hat an algebra 
A E BC has a nontrivial partial approximate identity e. 
if ,{_ ED for some non-zero singular element ,<_ E A 
D 
(p . a . i . ) 
• 
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The existence of a p.a.i. in Banach algebras, particularly 
in CRBAs , has been discussed in some detail by Esterle 
in [26] where he provides many examples of CRBAs which 
have no p.a.i. (in particular this is true of radical 
Banach algebras of power series). On the other hand there 
are examples of CRBAs which have a bounded approximate 
identity [16 p.158] and so x E xS for each element x. 
The following connection between a p.a.i. and 
factorization in Banach algebras was essentially proved 
in [ 2 6] 
PROPOSITION 4.1.2. Let A E BC be an integral 
e. 
domain . If A has a p.a . b . then there is a sequence 
( e. ) 
n 
s e. A / ( 0 ) 
• 
There bS a non - zero 
element XE~ 
and only in ;th e.11. e. 
n 
IM .J. n>1 X] • 0 X t n 
-
for 
i-6 a 
0 
• 
n 
some maximal ideal 
.6 e.qLL e.nc.. e. ( X ) bn 
n 
M of A in 
A with 
Proof. See [26 p.16] and Lemma 3.3.19. 
Therefore for an algebra with p.a.i. the ideal 
n S [ n] 
n>1 is not equal to (0) , however Esterle [26] 
provides examples to show that the converse fails. 
It is of some interest to find a semisimple algebra 
in BC 
e. 
for which n s[nJ = (O) 
n>7 • To do this we use a 
result of Carleson [13] which states that if {w(n)} 
is an increasing weight sequence for which { log w (1i} } 
1 
is concave, " -1.5 ,i>J'i lo g w(n) 
' 
and = 00 
then any 6 E Q,7 ( w ) which has an infinite zero set in 
D 
the closed unit disc, counting multiplicity, must be zero. 
- - --' ,· 
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The weight sequence given by w(n) 
above conditions and so i 1 (eln) 
= e 
In 
satisfies the 
has the property that 
n sfnJ = (O) 
n> J • 
LEMMA 4.1.3. In an integral domain R with unit 
the ascending chain condition on the principal ideals of 
R &S equivalent to the condition 
n 7 x 1 •• x A = ( O) n > n f or each sequence ( X.) o f 
singular elements of R . 
Proof. There is an infinite chain 
• •• C a R C 
n • • 
,{_ 
of principal ideals of R if and only if there are 
singular elements x. 
,{_ 
• • X A • 
n 
R with a.= CL.] 
,{_ ,{_ + x. ,{_ and so 
It follows from this that the algebra £ 7 (e ln) lS 
the infinite dimensional Banach algebra with 
on its principal ideals promised on page 28 
• 
a.c.c 
DEFINITION 4.1.4. A singular element x of a r&ng 
R is said to be irreducible if x does not factor into 
two singu lar elements of R • If each non - zero singular 
e l ement of R is expressible as a f inite product of 
irreducible elements of R then R is called an atomic 
Clearly if A is an algebra for which n s [n] = (O) 
then no element can have an infinite factorization and 
so A is certainly atomic. However Grams [38] has 
constructed an integral domain which is atomic and yet 
which has the a.c.c on its principal ideals. In [ 2 6] 
D 
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J. Esterle asks for an example of a CRBA integral domain 
which is atomic and which has a p.a.i. Gram's construction 
cannot be made into a CRBA and as far as I know this 
question remains open. 
We will devote ourselves in the rest of this section 
to a study of the irreducible elements of a Banach algebra. 
EXAMPLE 4.1.5. Let C*[O, 1] denote the Banach space 
C[O, 1] with multiplication 
16*gl Ix) = r 61x -.t)gl.t)d.t 
and supremum norm. C*[O, 1] is then a CRBA and the 
nilpotent elements are those which vanish on 
[0, s ] for some s > 0 . Every non-nilpotent element has 
finite closed descent. If u(t) f O(t) as t ~ O+ then 
is irreducible in C*[0,1], see [16 p.157,158] 
In some algebras the irreducible elements take a 
special form. The following result is usually proved in 
the weaker form of [14 Proposition 1.2] 
D 
PROPOSITION 4.1.6. If R &Sa pre - Bezout r &ng t he n 
an element of R is irreducible if and only if it 
gen e rat e s a principal max imal ideal . 
a tomic ring & a principal ideal ring . 
A unital pre - Bezout 
Proof. Suppose 11.. E R lS irreducible. If I lS 
an ideal of R which strictly contains R11.. then we may 
choose a E I \ Rll.. • Since Cl and 11.. have no common 
factor and R lS pre-Bezout we have aR + bR = R • 
Hence I = R and so R11.. lS maximal. 
It will suffice for the second statement to show that 
every prime ideal is principal [56] Let p be a non-zero 
·- -- ---- - - -
prime ide al of R. Take p E P 
' 
then since R is 
atomic p has an irreducible factor q E P. 
above paragraph qR is maximal and so P = qR • 
From the 
LEMMA 4.1.7. A commutative unital r~ng R ~s 
75 . 
D 
pre - Bezout i f and only i f each pair o f elements which are 
contained in a common max imal ideal M o f R have a common 
f actor in M . 
Proof. If 6 and g are elements of R and 
6R + gR IR then 6 and g must be contained in a common 
maximal ideal of R, with this observation the result 
follows directly from the definition. 
With this characterization we may show that some 
well known Banach algebras are pre-Bezout. 
COROLLARY 4.1.8. The disc algebr a A( 6 ) and the 
a l geb r a C(X) 
' 
for any compact Hausdor ff space X ' 
are pre - Bezout . 
Proof. In both cases each non-principal maxima l 
D 
ideal has a bounded approximate identity and so we may use 
Cohen's factorization theorem [23] to show that e ach pair 
factors. From this and Lemma 4 .1.7 the coroll a r y is 
proved. [] 
EX AMPLE 4.1.9. Let us con side r the a l gebra H00 
o f b ounded a n a l yti c f un c tion s on t h e open unit d i sc 6 . 
If IAI < 1 a nd z denote s the ident ity fun c tion then 
(A - z)H 00 is a max ima l ideal of H00 and so we may con s ider 
6 a s a subset o f ~Hoo • I f l/J E ¢ \ 6 t hen for any Hoo 
6 E H00 with l/J (6) = 0 we have 6 = Bg where B is a 
Blaschk e product a nd g is non-z e ro on 6 . I f ljJ (g) = 0 
' ·- --- - ------
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1 1 
then 6 = (Bg 2 )g 2 , while if ~( B) = 0 then B will 
factor by the very definition of a Blaschke product. 
00 Therefore the set of irreducible elements of H is 
I I -7 Hoo} {L\-z)g: A < 7 , g E 
and each gives a principal maximal ideal. However H 00 
is not pre-Bezout. To see this take sequences ( A . ) and 
J 
( y . ) in 
J with A . :/ y . ,{_ j 
< 00 
' I (7 - IY1ll 
for all 
< 00 
' 
,{_ and j and 
which converges in 
The Blaschke products B7 and 
determined by ( >- . ) j and ( y . ) j both lie in Mtµ 
clearly they cannot have a Blaschke product as common 
factor and so cannot have a common singular factor in 
H
oo 
a See Hoffman's book (45] for details about H00 • 
but 
In order to get some idea of the size of the set of 
irreducible elements we slightly alter (7 Theorem 3.3]. 
THEOREM 4.1.10. 
If S [ 2 ] ·= S then 
Let A 
n sf k.J = 
k. > 7 
be a Banach algebra. 
s . 
Proof o Take -6 ES and s > 0 . Choose elements 
-6 7 , -6 2 E S with 11 -6 - -6 7 -6 2 11 < s • 2 -
7 
• Define 
fl J : S -+ S by U J ( X ) = -6 J X o If we set x 7 = .o 2 then 
6 7 ( x 1 ) = -6 7 -6 2 and 
Now choose -0 3 ,-6 4 ES such that 
and define 62 : S-+ S by 62 (x) = .o 3x. Setting 
D 
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we now have 
We may continue this process and construct functions 
n· : S-+S 
,{_ and elements X., ~-ES with ,{_ ,{_ 
t) · ( X) = ,6 2 . ] X and ,{_ ,{_ -
Using [ 7 Lemma 3. 4] we may find Yn E s 
Yn E nn(yn+1) and il l-Y7li < 2 E: • But 
Y7 = n7(Y2) = n762(Y3) = • • • 
and t) · ( X) = l2i-1x Therefore Y7 E n • ,{_ k > 1 
-
with 
s [ k] 
• 
Let I denote the set of irreducible elements of a 
ring. We say that two elements ,<... and J of I are 
associated if ,<... divides . j and j divides , ,{_ . A 
D 
collection J of elements of I is called a representative 
family of irreducible elements if each element of I is 
associated with some element of J. 
COROLLARY 4.1.11. Let A E BC be an integral domain 
e_ 
of infinite dimension . If A &S atomic then any 
representative fa mily of irreducible elements of A 
un(';ountable. If n s[ n] = o n> 1 then the set I of 
irreducible elements of A has nonempty interior . If A 
&S eparable ~ quasilocal and atomic and if S 2 f S . 
then I &S of second category in S . 
Proof. Suppose ( x ) c I is a countable 
m 
representative family of irreducible elements. Then 
--·- ----- - --- - · -· I . 
s = u 
m>1 
X A 
m 
so by the Baire Category theorem some 
is of second category in S, and therefore of second 
category in y The map l/J . A -+ x~ given by • . 
l/)(a) = xk.a is continuous, linear and l/J (A) is of 
second category in l/J (A) • Therefore [53 p.166] 
78. 
l/J (A) = xk.A is closed. Since xk.A is closed and of second 
category it must contain a ball in S • Hence 
Since A is an integral domain 
xk. cannot be a topological divisor of zero [66 p.22] and 
since a product of elements which are not topological 
divisors of zero cannot be a topological divisor of zero 
and since A is atomic it follows that A cannot possess 
any topological divisors of zero. Therefore A=(!e. [80 p.22] 
The second assertion is a direct consequence of 
Theorem 4.1.10 since if I has empty interior sf 2] = S • 
In the third case let K. denote the set of elements j 
which are products of j irreducibles. Then S = u K . 
j ":_ 1 j 
so again some K 
n 
is of second category in S • 
If n > 2 then using the Pettis lemma, S = K - K = sz • 
n n 
So K1 = I is of second category. 
We have seen that there are infinite dimensional 
D 
atomic Banach algebras. It would obviously be of interest 
to know whether the factorization of singular elements into 
irreducible elements is unique, up to the order of the 
factors and multiplication by invertible elements. An 
integral domain with such a factorization for each non-zero 
singular element is known as a unique f acto r ization domain 
or UFD. 
To study this concept for an integral domain R 
--·- --
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we need to consider elements p E R for which pR is a 
prime ideal, such elements are called prime. Therefore 
p E R is prime if and only if whenever p divides a 
product xy then either p divides x or p divides y. 
Every prime element is obviously irreducible, but as we 
shall see the converse may be false. 
The following characterization of UFDs may be found 
in most texts on commutative algebra (eg: [11 p.502]). 
PROPOSITION 4.1.12. Let R be an integral domain. 
The following conditions on R are equivalent: 
( 1) 
(2) 
(3) 
R . UFD -is a ., 
R -is atomic and every irreducible element 
-is pr-ime. 
R -is atomic and the intersection of two 
principal ideals is a principal ideal. 
COROLLARY 4.1.13. If A E BC -is an infinite e 
dimensional UFD then the intersection of the non-z ero 
prime ideals of A . -is (0) . 
Proof. From Proposition 4.1.12 (3) pA n qA = pqA 
for any two prime elements p and q of A, and so 
it follows from Corollary 4.1.11 that n{P: P non-ze~o 
p~ime ideal 06 A} 
C 
C 
= 
n { pA : p 
ns [ nJ 
( 0) 
• 
a p~ime element 06 A} 
A UFD is an atomic domain in which the intersection 
of any two principal ideals is a principal ideal. We know 
there are infinite dimensional algebras in BC which are 
e 
'• ·- ------------~-~~~-
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atomic but are there any with the second property? Related 
to this is the property of coherence, where a ring is said 
to be coh e rent if the annihilator of any element is 
finitely generated and the intersection of any two finitely 
generated ideals is finitely generated. In 1976 McVoy and 
Rubel [61] proved that H00 is a coherent domain and 
presented a result attributed to H. Lotz and L. Brown which 
states that C(X) is coherent if and only if every open 
F set in X has open closure. However, while Hoo is 
a 
coherent, it is possible to find inner functions b and 
g such that 6H 00 n gHOO . not principal . On the other is 
hand the space B~ 
00 
and so ,Q, = C ( B ~) 
satisfies Lotz and Brown's conditions 
is coherent, and as we have also 
seen is Bezout. Thus the intersection of any two principal 
00 ideals of ,Q, is principal. I do not know of any integral 
domain in BC with this property. 
e_ 
Many of the previous factorization questions can be 
answered if we consider more general topological algebras. 
The Frechet Q-algebra ~[[X]] (p. 23) is easily shown to 
be both Bezout and a UFD since it is a principal ideal 
domain. If K is a polydisc in ~n then H.G. Dales has 
shown [19] that the complete LMC Q-algebra r (K,O) (p. 23} 
is a Noetherian U.F.D. The Frechet algebra of entire 
functions of one complex variable and compact-open topology, 
A(~) 
' 
was shown by Helmer [41] to have the interesting 
property that for each non-zero singular element x there 
is a finite or infinite set of prime elements ( p '} 
,{_ 
and 
positive integers ( k '} for which 
,{_ 
k. 
xA = n pn nA(~) • 
n > l 
-
. ·- ------- -
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Note that A((E) is not a Q-algebra and is clearly not 
atomic. We may use a method of Ferreira and Tomassini [ J 
to show that this is not just coincidental. 
THEOREM 4.1.14. Let A E FC e_ 
n s[n] = (O) 
n > 1 then A ~s a Q-alg ebra . 
If 
Proof. Suppose x ~ e_ for some sequence 
n 
(x )c S. 
n 
We may, choosing a subsequence if necessary, assume that 
converges in A • Therefore I1 
i >n 
converges 
to an element a EA for each n E ~ 
n 
and since 
a = xa 
n n+ 7 
for each n it follows that n S[n] f O . 
n~] D 
However it is the Banach algebra case which is of 
most interest to us here and I do not know of any infinite 
dimensional Banach algebra which is a UFD , indeed I have 
been unable to find a Banach algebra with a prime element 
which is a topological divisor of zero. It is difficult 
even in the simplest of cases to determine whether a given 
algebra is a UFD and it is to the simplest types of 
Banach algebras that we turn in the next section. 
§2 FACTORIZATION IN WEIGHTED i 7 ALGEBRAS 
In this section we shall examine some fpctorization 
properties of the weighted power series algebra i 7 (w) 
and their consequences. If v = J J X 11-6 = 0 then X 
is clearly irreducible and 7 fl ( (.l) ) is quasilocal and 
atomic . However if v f O then i 7 (w) need not be 
atomic and v - X may factor. It is well known that 
.. ·- ----~----- --- - -
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[69] 
• 
We may find 
sufficient conditions relating w(n) to v which ensure 
that v - X will be irreducible in £ 7 (w) . 
THEOREM 4.2.1. If )l nv = 0 ( w ( n) ) f or each n E IN 
then A - X 1., irreducible in £ 1 ( w ) whenever I A I = v • 
Proof. If V = 0 then X is irreducible, so 
we shall assume that V f 0 • 
Suppose that 1 - X\ - J = 69 where n and g are 
singular. Let g = Yo + Y7X + y X 2 + with Yo = 1 2 • • • 
.{, 
and set, for each .{, E 1N ' ~- = I: y . \ j and 
.{, j=O j 
cS • = ~ . 1 - ~ . Then since g is singular and • 
.{, .{_- .{, 
g(µ) f 0 if µ f y we must have g( \ ) = 0 and so 
CX) 
- 1 
I: cS . = 1 Let n be the inverse of in CE[[X]] • 
i= 1 .{, 
- 1 - 1 - 2 - 7 
so 6 = 1 + X( A +y 7 ) + X 2 (A + :\ y 7+ y 2 ) + • • • 
Again, since 6 is singular, 6 ( :\ ) = 0 • 
Now \I g 11 = 1 + w ( 1 l I Y 7 I + w ( 2 l I Y 2 1 + . . . 
< CX) 
and by hypothesis there is a constant i\! with 
w(n ) ll > Jl V Al . for each n E IN • But then 
00 ,. ,'-1 ( 1 + I 1 - 6 7 I + 2 I s 7 - 6 2 I + 3 I /s 2 - ~ 3 I + • • l 
> ,\I ( 7 + I ~ 7 I + I ~ 2 I + • • ) 
..... 
and so i~ J 6-<- converges to a finite number ~ . 
' 
·- - - - --------- ---- -
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Thus and so - 1 ~ which contradicts 
and so A - X must be irreducible. 
We know that any quasilocal £ 1 (w) is atomic and 
that there are semisimple £ 7 (w) with this property 
(p.73) We might therefore hope that some £ 1 ( w ) lS a 
D 
UFD, however if this were the case then every irreducible 
element would have to be prime. We shall now prove that 
1 
this is false for every £ (w) algebra, beginning with 
the quasilocal case. 
THEOREM 4.2.2. Let B be a Banach algebra of power 
series in the indeterminate X such that the series 
actually converge. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) the ideal XB ~s maximal~ 
(2) X ~s a prime element of B, 
(3) X ~snot a topological divisor of zero ~n B, 
(4) lim Inn 
n-+oo 
II Xn+J PI I Inn 
11 
X /1 V) 11 p E <X [ X] /v 
0 
> 0 , where 
<X[X] denotes the mon~c polynomials ~n X o 
0 
Proof. The ideal XB is always maximal and so 
( 3 ) ¢!> ( 1 ) => ( 2 ) 
If ( 4) holds then there lS A > 0 and a positive 
integer M such that if n > M and p E (r [ X] then 
0 
II xn+JPII II xn P II 00 xn > A So if g = I A lS any • n 11= a 
element of B then 
, ·- ---- ---~--- -- --- -
and so I: 
n>1 
11 
Q, 
I: 
n=k 
;:\ X n- 1 E B • 
n 
Q, 
I: 
n=k 
Thus 
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\ xn-7 11 
n 
(4) =!> (1) • 
Now suppose that (4) does not hold. Choose an 
increasing sequence of positive integers (nk) and manic 
polynomials (pk) for which and 
• 
( *) 
Then b = 
i. ni.+1 nk 1 L 2 r<. p k X r<- ( 11 X P k 11 ) - is a well defined 
k>1 
formal power series and from (*) 
11 t 11 :: I: 
k>1 
-3k 2 < co • 
Therefore b EB, but 6 ~ XB since 
cannot converge. 
Now 
11 2 "-
' 
nk+n .+ 1 
I: I: 2j X j 11 pk p j 
k>1 j~7 II / 12 P12 II . II / J - P. II j 
nk.+1 n .+ 1 
< I: I: 2 f2. 2 j min II X Pk.II 11 
X j P· 11 
n ' n . II X k pk 11 II X j P· 11 j 
by ( *) 
- i>1 
< co 
. ,- ----- ~---- --
so X- 7 1 2 D E B • He nce 62 E XB but 6 i XB which 
means that ( 2) ~ ( 4) 
We may extend this result to all quasilocal singly 
generated Banach algebras. 
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THEOREM 4.2.3. Let A E BC be singly generated by 
e. 
the element x and suppose that A is quasilocal with 
radical R • Then i f x ~ xR the ideal xA ~s properly 
contained in the intersection of the prime ideals o f A 
which contain it . 
Proof. Let w ( n ) = II xnll 
weight and we may think of £ 7 (w) 
then w is a radical 
as a subalgebra of A 
via the map X-+ x • If we consider the element 6 
constructed in the proof of Theorem 4.2.2 then 
6 E £ 1 ( w ) CA and -6 2 E x £ 7( w ) c xA • If we can show 
that 6 i xA the conclusion will follow since 
Rad(xA) I xA (p.l). 
So suppose x ~ xR and 6 = zq , q EA • By hypothesis 
there are polynomials such that q = lim q ( X ) 
m 
m-+oo 
• 
Choosing a subsequence if necessary we may assume that 
116 -xq ( x ) II < 2- m2 , so if we write 
m 
q (X) = 
m 
the n 
nk+ J k +7 
11 I: ( 2 k x ) - ( XA + • • + x m 
k>O II xnkll m,o A m, fz m ( * * ) 
. ·- - -- - - - ---·- .. -~~~ - - -
Suppose that for infinitely many m 
Then we let 
./-
,t.. 
- A 
m 
m, 1 • • - A t.. m' ((. m 
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- m 
> 2 • 
k -1 
x. m ) 
where I 
R.=1 
and ;t 
m 
is chosen to satisfy 
From (**) we obtain 
llx -x nh II< z-m + z-m2( ' l-1 < z-m+1 L A for infinitely many m m, o 
m • But this would contradict our assumption that 
x E xR, so without loss of generality we assume that 
IA I < 2-m for all m E W 
mo 
if j f n/2_ for any /2_, and 
-m 
> 2 
Given j E W 
for infinitely many 
suppose that 
m and that 
whenever I -m 0 < i < j, !Am;__ - Y;__ < 2 for all m E W • 
' 
Then, as above, for each m E W (**) gives an element 
h such that 
m 
1 
1
-1 j' j'+J 
II A JA I- + (A - A )IA .-y. x + •• +x +x h II m , 0 m , j , -- Y j, l'l1 7 1 m J j m Ill I 1 
-mzl ,-1 < 2 A .-y, • 
m,j j (***) 
By hypothesis = IA .-y.1.1A .-y., -1 < 1 
m,~ ~ m , j j 
for infinitely many m for each O < ~ < j For each 
such ~ there is a subsequence of 
converges to a constant µ . and so 
~ 
( 11 ) which 
t--' m i 
' (***) shows 
' 
-
-------------------
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µ O X + • • + µ j-7 
and so x E xR . Therefore we may suppose that for each 
m and that I\ - Y-1 < 2- m . 
m,o .{_ 
By choosing a subsequence of (q m) if necessary we 
may also assume that k > k 
m - m-7 for each m • 
Now consider II qm ( x ) - qm _ 7 ( x) II 
= II ( A - -\ ) + •• + 
m,o m-7, o 
k 
( m-7 \ k - \m - 7 k ) X + 
m, m-7 ' m-7 
\ 
m,k 1+7 m-
+ • • + 
Let h = L II x .{_ II then h < co since x E R • 
,{_ > 7 
k 
Then II ( \ m' o - \ m- 7 ' o ) + • • + ( \ m' k 7 - \ m- 7 ' ~ ) x m- 7 11 
m- m- 7 
< h(2-m + 2-( m- 7 )) = 3 h 2- (m - l) 
and 
+ • • + 
= II { A 
m, k 1+7 m-
k 
( \ ) X m 
m, k. - Y k 
m m 
+ y k + 7 
m- 7 
km - 1 + 7 k 
X + •• + Yfz X mil • 
m 
So ll qm( x )-qm_ 7 ( x l ll > IIYfz +7 
m- 7 
lz 1 + 7 m-x k + • • + Yfz X mll 
m 
·- ------~~~-~~--
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By definitions of the y. we have, for any ;t_ > n , 
.{_ 
;t_ n. n. 
11 Y ;t_ Y xn II 11 X ,{_ + + X j II X + + = Yn. Y n. • • • • n 
,{_ j 
where ;t_ < n. < n. < n 
,{_ - j - • 
n 
2 R. 11 Yn X R.11 = and so 
R. 
But 
n f2. 
+ y n f2. + 1 xnk+jll X + + nf2.+7 X • • y n f2. . +j 
> 1 . 
Thus 
which contradicts the fact that qm(x) ~ q . D 
COROLLARY 4.2.4. A singly genera t ed UFV i,n 
BC cannot be quasi local. e. 
Proof. If R = Rad(A) and X generates R# = A 
then as observed before R = xA 
• If X lS not 
irreducible then x = ab with a, b E xA and so x E x2A • 
If x is irreducible and A is a UFD then x must be 
prime , 
X E xR 
so by Theorem 4.2.3 
and so n R[n] I 0 
n > 1 
cannot be a UFD • 
We have also seen that 
X E xR • Either way 
(Proposition 4.1.2) and A 
£ 7 ( w ) with w(n) In = e. 
is a semisimple atomic domain. However, as we shall now 
prove , no Q, 1 ( w ) can be a UFD . 
D 
··- --- ----- - -
THEOREM 4.2.5. 
1 
Let {w (n) } be any wei ght and 
v = fim w (n)n. Then if I A I = \) there -is ] g E £ ( w ) 
n -+oo 
such that 7 g (f (A - X) £ ( w ) and g 2 E ( A -X) Q, l ( w ) • 
So Q, 1 ( w ) is not a UFV • 
Proof. As before it will follow that £ 1 (w) 
cannot be a UFD if we establish the first part of the 
theorem. 
Since the radical case has already been dealt with in 
Theorem 4.2.2 we suppose without loss of generality that 
A = v = 1 • 
If w(n) < 1 for some n then if we write 
6(i ,j) = max w(Q) it follows that 
i~K 2j 
-7 -2 6(1,n) > 6(n+1,2n)w(n) > 6(2n+1,3n)w(n) ••• 
and for large and . 6(i,j) 1 Thus so, ,{_ j 
' 
< 
• 
fim w(n) < 7 and so the power series 
n -+oo 
1 1 
1 - ( z ) X - ( 2 ) X 2 - • • 1 2 
converges to an element g of £7 (w) Then g 2 = . 7 
and if g = ( 7 - X) n then 69 = 1 which lS impossible. 
Therefore we shall assume that 
For each n let 6 ( n) = [ w ( 7 ) + •• 
w(n) > 1 for all 
- 7 
+ w ( 11) ] w ( n + 7 ) 
and suppose that 6(n) is bounded by the constant M . 
Since w(n) > 7 this would mean that 
w (M + 7) > 7 
-1 7 
w ( Al + 2 ) > Al ( Ai + w ( M + 7 ) > 7 + Al -
w ( M + 3 ) > Ai( Al + 7 + w ( M + 2 ) ) > ( 7 + M- 7 ) 2 
• • • 
• • • 
- X 
n . 
89. 
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-7 k -7 w ( M+ k ) > M( M + k -2+ w ( M + k. -7)) > (1+M ) 
and so JI X JJ -6 > 7 which is a contradiction . 
Therefore there are positive integers (nk) with 
t(nk) > k • 
Let g = 7 - cS J X 
where cS = 0 if n I n + 1 for any k , and 
n k 
- 7 - 1 
= y An k + 7 w ( n k + 7 ) where An k + 7 = [ k (i ( n k) ] 
- 7 y = L < co 
• 
k> J 
Then L 
i >1 
cS • = 7 
,{_ and so gE (7-X) £
7 ( w). 
and 
If 
g = (7-X) 6 then 6 = L 
i >O 
X ,{_ -6 , 
,{_ where ,6.=7- cS - cS -
,t 7 2 
Therefore 
II 611 = 1 + J-o 7 Jw (7) + l -o 2 Jw (2) + •• 
= 7 + cS 2 w ( 7 ) + • • + c5 n ( w ( 7 ) + • • + w ( n - 7 ) ) + •• 
= 7 + 
= 7 + Lk -J = co • 
( Q + + Q ) 2 _ A 
n · · n- 7 °n 
" 
.• 0 ~ • 
'(. 
,- -------
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where 6 = z: c5 ' c5 ' . 
n i,j~n-7 ,{_ j 
i+j > n 
Then g 2 ( 7 - X) - 7 = z: 1-1 ' X ,<.. and 
i >O ,{_ 
-
1-1 n = 2 -6 - 7 + ( 7 - -6 ) 2 - 6 = -6 2 - 2 c5 - 6 • 
n n - 7 n n - 7 n n 
Therefore to show that 7 g 2 E (7 -X) £ ( w ) we shall 
need to prove Z: J6 w (n) I < 00 
n>3 n 
and ( a) 
(b) z:J -0~-J w (n) I< 00 • 
First 
= 
(a) • Z: 6 w (n) 
n 
< 2[ o2 ( o2 w(3) + o3 w(4) + •• ) + 
w ( 3) w ( 4) 
= 
2 [ A2( A2 w (2) w (2) + A3 w (2) w (3) + •• ) + 
w( 5)+ w(6) 
4 w(3)cu(4) + ··) •• ] 
w ( 7 ) +w ( 2) 
+ •• ) • • ] 
w ( 3) 
- ------- --
But 
= 2 . I: 2 A . ( I: A . ) 6 ( i- 7 ) ,{_ > ,{_ • • j j~,{_ 
= 2 
= 2 I: k.- 7 ( I An.+J) . 
j 
A + A + 
n.+7 n. 7+7 •• j j + 
and so Ij 6n w (n) I < CX) • 
For part (b) Il .o~-J w (n) J = L .6~-J w (n) 
••• ) ( w (2) + w (3)) + ••• 
= 2 I: 
k. > 7 
k. - 7 
( onk.+7 + 0nk.+7+1 + • • ) • 
9 2. 
ow ~ + cS + 
ii12_+1 nlz+J+1 • • = 
- 1 - 7 
. I 0 (k.+j) ( (i ( n 1,. . ) w (111-. .+7)) 
and so L I .o 2 7 I w ( n l < 00 • n-
Therefore 7 g 2 E (7-X) £ ( w ) 
j~ rl +j rl +j 
- 7 
< I'-
but 7 g 9- (7-X) £ ( w ) . D 
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Further study of relations between the spectral radius 
and the norm of powers of an element give "local" conditions 
for the existence of prime ideals in a Banach algebra. 
THEOREM 4.2.6. Suppose A E BC &San integral 
e_ 
domain . Let x EA and take A E SpA(x) with 
I A I = 11 X 11,6 > 0 • Then if there is p E 1N U { 0} and 
k. E (0,7) such that 
L n-7-p-k.ll xnll A-n < oo ( +) 
n>7 
then \ -x is not a pr&me element of A • If ( +) 
holds with p = 0 then \-x &S of finite closed descent 
and if (+) holds with p = 0 and k. < J 
is not irreducible. 
then \-x 
Proof. Consider the power series expansion of 
( 7 - X A - J f + k. The th n term is 
k.n(n!\n)-7[(J+k.-1p) (k.-7 _ 1 _ k.-7p) •• - 7 - 7 ( (n-7)k. - 7 - f2. p)] 
which may be shown, using the Euler-Maclaurin sum formula 
to be of the order of -7-p-k. .. n n \ 
' 
so that ( +) implies 
that 
Let p
0 
be the smallest element of 1N U {0} such 
that ( A - x) P/ R. E £ 7 ( 11 x n II ) , then 
( A - x) p+ h E ( \ + x) £ 7 ( II x n II ) C ( \ -x)A. 
-
However if p = 0 
and R. is assumed to be the rational number - 7 mn with 
m < 6 ' and if R. (\-x) E ( \ -x)A then (A-X)m E (\-x){iA 
which would mean (A-X)n-m E G . Since p is the least 
possible integer satisfying (+) and A is an integral 
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domain it follows that 9 = ( ;\ -x) p+R. E ( ;\ - x) A\ ( :\ -x) A . 
Now 96 = (;\-x)~6+m E {:\-x)A 
' 
but 9 (/; (;\-x)A 
and so ;\ -x is not prime. 
96 m (:\-x)bA ;\ - X If p = 0 then = (;\-x) E and so 
v 
is of finite closed descent. 1 
R. < l n E A If p_= 0 and then {:\-x) for some 
r; 
n > 2 and so ;\ - X factors in A • D 
-
Note that an element 6 EA is of the form ;\ - X 
for some XE A and , if and 
only if { 0} is an extreme point of SpA(6) . 
We may use Theorem 4.2.6. to improve upon Corollary 
3.3.13. 
COROLLARY 4.2.7. Suppose A E BC ~s an integral 
e_ 
domain . Then if there ~s an element x EA with llxll6 O ~ l 
for some R. E ( 0, 7) there are in finitely many chains of 
nonclosed pr~me ideals of A • 
Proof. Let C be the closed subalgebra of A 
generated by { e_} and {x} 
• Take any ;\ E SpA(x) with 
I A I = II x 11,6 then { ;\ } is nonisolated in Sp ( x) and 
' C. 
I A I = II x 11,6 in C Theorem 4 . 2. 6 shows that ;\ - X is . 
of finite closed descent in C and , if we let Af be the 
maximal ideal (A- X)C of C , it follows from Theorem 
3.3.21 that XE~. 
Since A E Sup(C) the conclusion will now follow 
fro~ Theorem 3.3 . 10. D 
§3 FACTORIZATION OF IDEALS 
Consider the ideal factorization corresponding 
to the UFD condition. Suppose an integral domain has 
the property that every proper ideal is expressible as a 
finite product of prime ideals. Such a ring is called a 
Dedekind domain and is well known that a Dedekind domain 
95. 
is Noetherian [56] Therefore if A E BC is a Dedekind 
e, 
domain it must be one dimensional. 
We will consider a weaker condition on a domain V 
which does not imply that V is Noetherian, and show that 
it still results in finite dimensionality if VE BC 
e, • 
DEFINITION 4.3.1. Let V be an integr al domain 
wi th unit . If M &Sa max imal idea l o f V then the 
·l ·ocdl i z a·tion o f V at M is the r ing o f fr actions 
X. VM = {y: x. E V,y t M} with t he u sual add i tion and 
mu l t i pli ca tion o f f ra c tion s. V i s said to be almost 
Dedekind i f V M is a Dede k ind domain f or each maximal 
ideal M of V . 
The following characterization of almost Dedekind 
domains is due to Gilmer [33]. 
PROPOSITION 4.3.2. Let V be an integral domain 
with unit . The following are equivalent · 
1 . V & alma t Dedekind~ 
2 . V ha Krull dimension one and every pr&mary 
ideal & a power of it radical ~ 
3 . If A, B and C are proper ideal of V 
with A non - zero and AB=AC then B = C , 
96. 
4 . For every proper ideal A of V n An = ( 0 ) 
YI.> 1 
-
and VM 
. 
valuation f or each maximal 1.,S a r1.,ng 
ideal M of V • 
Conditions 1-4 imply that every ideal J of V may be 
represented as 
J = n 
a E I 
n (1 l 
M a 
Cl 
where {M : a EI } is the set of maximal ideals of V 
Cl 
and n (] ) E 1N U { 0} . 
Cl 
THEOREM 4.3.3. Let A E BC be an almost Dedekind 
e_ 
domain . Then A = <1 e_ • 
Proof. We will first show that if M lS a maximal 
ideal of A then all powers of M are closed. Suppose 
' ~ that MJ closed for ' 1, •• ,k-1 Then lS j = lS • 
clearly ' ideal with radical M and if Mk a primary 
' 
is not closed it follows from Proposition 4.3.2 (2) that 
~ = M~ for some ~ < k and so MQ = Mk-J • If we write 
X = Mk-J then X = Xf and a Mittag-Leffler argument [7] 
YI. 
shows that n X I (0) which contradicts Proposition 
n> 1 
4.3.2 (4). 
Therefore Mk is closed for each k E 1N and so 
Proposition 4. 3. 2 shows that each ideal of A is closed . 
As we found in Theorem 2.3.5 this must mean that A is 
finite dimensional, and since A is an integral domain 
A = <l e_ • D 
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COROLLARY 4.3.4. Let A E BC be an infinite 
e 
dimen ional integral domain . Then there are nonzero ideals 
B,C and V of A such that BV = BC but VIC . 
There &San ideal of A with pr&me radical but which &S 
not a power of a prime ideal . 
Proof. Inunediate from Proposition 4.3.2. 
An ideal I of a conunutative ring is said to be 
semiprime if I= Rad(I) • 
D 
COROLLARY 4.3.5. Let A E BC be an integral domaino 
e 
If every ideal of A 
semiprime ideals then 
can be written as a finite product of 
A = rte • 
Proof. The hypothesis on A implies that A is 
almost Dedekind [74]. [] 
More generally we may consider domains V which are 
locally Noetherian ~ that is, VM is Noetherian for each 
maximal ideal M of V. Any Noetherian domain is 
obviously locally Noetherian however a locally Noetherian 
domain is not necessarily Noetherian, even though the 
ascending chain condition does hold for the prime ideals [56]. 
The following lenuna shows that if A E BC 
e 
is locally 
Noetherian then no primary element can be a topological 
divisor of zero. 
LEMMA 4.3.6. Suppose A E BC & a locally Noetherian 
e 
domain . I x EA & a topological di isor of zero then 
it & contained in infinitely many di tinct maximal ideal 
of A • 
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Proof. Suppose to the contrary that x is contained 
in only finitely many maximal ideals M7, • • ,MQ of A and 
that x is a topological divisor of zero. 
If I= xA then the ideal IAM., where 
..{_ 
considered in the obvious way a subalgebra of 
is an ideal of AM. for each 
..{_ 
)_ = 1, •• ,Q. 
A 
AM. 
..{_ 
Since 
lS 
' 
AM. 
..{_ 
is Noetherian it follows that IAM. 
..{_ 
is finitely generated 
and so I must be finitely generated [56 p.76] Lemma 
2.3.2 then shows that xA = xA which is impossible if x 
is a topological divisor of zero [64 p.22] D 
THEOREM 4.3.7 Let A E BC be a separabl e l ocally 
e_ 
Noetherian domain. Th en A = (£ e_ • 
Proof. This follows from Lemma 4.3.6 and Theorem 
3.2.6 once we recall that any maximal ideal in r A consists 
of topological divisors of zero [80 p.65]. D 
§4 EXAMPLES 
To close we present three examples of commutative 
Banach algebras, each constructed in a similar manner, 
which answer some factorization related questions posed by 
J.Esterle [26] and R.J. Loy [60] 
(1) Let A be a Banach algebra with radical R • 
A is said to have property (S) if the natural map TI 
from the algebraic tensor product A~ A onto A2 is 
open, when A~ A is given the projective norm. 
Thus A will have (S) 
such that 
if there is a constant K 
99. 
f, x.y . = z } < Kil z II 
.,{_, .,{_, 
whenever z E A 2 
In [80] Zinde proved that if dim R = 7 then property 
(S) will hold in A if it holds in the quotient algebra 
AIR, and stated the converse as obvious. However Loy [58] 
showed that if di m R = 7 and A/R has (S) 
Rn A 2 = 0 implies Rn A2 = 0 • 
then 
We p rovide an example of a commutative separable Banach 
algebra A with one dimensional radical R such that A 
has (S) and Rn A2 = 0 while Rn AZ" r O , thus 
showing that the converse to Zinde's result does not hold. 
Let A be the complex commutative algebra generated 
0 
by the formal symbols { fl.' a , , x., 
~- .,{_, 
z.: iEN } 
.,{_, subject to 
fl. 2 = fl.X . = fl. Z = fl. Cl • = 0 
.,{_, .,{_, .,{_, for all .,{_, ' 
xi zj = a .a . = a.x . = 0 
.,{_, j .,{_, j whenever .,{_, I J ' 
x~ = fl. + z . 
.,{_, .,{_, for a ll .,{_, ' 
x~ X ~ 7 = a~ 
.,{_, ,{,+ 
.,{_, for all 
. 
.,{_, . 
Thus an element y E A0 may be uniq uely expr e ssed a s 
( 1 ) y = Jt + L, a .a. + 
.,{_, .,{_, 
j r, B .x . + r, y .. z. + r, 8 .a .x . 
.,{_, .,{_, ,{,j .,{_, .,{_, .,{_, .,{_, 
j + r, µ . . a. x . z . + r, 
,{,j .,{_, .,{_, .,{_, 
wh e r e >.. , a . , v . , y . . , cS • , µ . . , v .. , TT •• E C 
.,{_, .,{_, ,{,j .,{_, ,{, j ,{,j ,{, j 
and the sums are finite . 
' j 
+ r, TT •• a . z . 
,{,j .,{_, .,{_, 
for all 
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Define a norm on A 0 by 
It is easily checked that this norm is submultiplicative. 
Let A be the completion of A0 with respect to 11 . 11 
then A is commutative and separable and each element of 
A is uniquely expressible as in (1) with possibly 
infinite sums. 
Cle a r l y R = R ad A = {1Jz. , R n A 2 = 0 and , s inc e 
lim z . = 0 , R n Az = R • 
,{, 
To show that A has (SJ we first consider 
z E AZ n A0 ' so 
n 
z I: Cl • X ~ + I: j + I: j + I: c5 . a . X . + = B .. z . y . . x. z. 
i=1 ,{, ,{, j ~2 ,{,j ,{, ,{,j ,{, ,{, ,{, ,{, ,{, 
j j I: n .. a.z. + I: µ .. a .x.z. 
,{,j ,{, ,{, ,{,j ,{, ,{, ,{, 
where the sums are finite. Now 
n n-1 
[Q? 1 aQ] [ n a~] I: (,(.X~ = I: (x~-x~ ) + l xz i=J ,{, ,{, i=7 ,{, ,{, + 1 i=7 n 
n-7 [ i a ~al + n = I: I: a -1 X 2 b.=7 <- ,{, ,{, H ' 
.{_ = 7 i=7 
so that 
' 
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n- 1 i n 
II zll,r < 4 I I ak_ 2- 2i+4 I 
i=J k.=7 i=J 
a. + I I B . - I 
,{, j?_2 ,{,j 
j-1 z. 
,{, • 11 z -II ,{, 
. 
+ · I I Y · , I z ! . 11 x · 11 + I I 8 · I 11 a · 11 • 11 x -11 
,{, j ,{, ,{, ,{, ,{, ,{, 
+ I ln .. l Ila.II. 
,{,j ,{, 
[
n-1 n 
< 4 I (la-I I 
i= 1 ,{, k.=i+ 1 
I · I 
+ I lµ .. I rt.z! 
,{, j I . ,{, ,{, 
n 
I 
i=J 
a. 
,{, 
+ I 
j ?_ 2 
.llx-11 
,{, 
< 8 I I a . I 2 - ,{, + I· I a . I + [
n-1 2 . n 
. 1 ,{, . 7 ,{, I 1s .. 12 -
2IJ + I 1y .. 12- 2IJ 
' > 2 ,{,j ,{,j ,{, = ,{, = j_ 
+ I 
< 811 zll • 
If y EA is written as in (1) with infinite sums, we 
denote by the element of A 
indices from 1 to k. only. 
Now consider an arbitrary 
0 obtained by summing all 
n 
a = I 
i=J 
Then 
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where 8 + , 8 7 0 as 
,c ;_ k. ,6 ;_ R. 
Q7 00 • So given any p E ™ 
we may choose '2. sufficiently large to ensure that 
Then a= aR. + 6'2. where 
n 
I: (:t.)1,_(-0.)"'' 
• J ,{, re. ,{, re. 
,{_= 
n 
till z ,i,; 1 ( 0 ;t,i,ll O .6 ,Lil +O ;t ,Lil ( .6 ,i,) ll +O .6 ,i,ll ( ;t,i,) ll) • 
Then 11 6 R. 11 TI :: n ( p - 2 + ( M + N ) p - 1 ) where 
M = max ll-0- I I , 
. 7 ,{_ 
,{_= ' ••• ' n 
N = max 11 :t. 11 
,{_ i= 7 , ••• , n ' 
and so 11 6 R. 11 TI 7 0 as '2. 7 00 • Now 
' 
since aR. E A 2 n AO . Letting '2. 7 00 we obtain 
11 ctl ~ < 8 11 a 11 
whenever a E A2 , so that A has property (S) . 
.. _ 
,' 
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(2) J. Esterle has asked [26 Question 3 p.62] 
whether there is a CRBA R for which n R[n] = (0) 
n>1 
but n Rn I (0) • 
n>1 We shall now provide an example of a 
separable CRBA with this property. 
Let R be the complex conunutative algebra generated 
0 
by the formal symbols 
relations 
{ X' X . : i E 1N} 
.{_ 
subject to the 
n n+ 1 
X = X + X 0 n 2 n- 1 L 
x x =x.x.= 0 2n 2n+1 .{_ j 
n+1 
X 2n-1 
. 
= 0 
n Oft e.ac_h n E 7N 
e.ac.h n E 1N 
' 
\i-j\~ 2 
n= 2,3,4, •• 
x,(,, xj = 0 
2n-1 2n in i+j > n , n > 2 • 
Clearly xR = 0 
0 
and each x. except 
.{_ 
is nilpotent. 
expressible as 
A general term of R 
0 
and 
is uniquely 
tj = ;\X + L 
i>1 
V Xj 
rj· X + 
1 2 
a plzn 
where the sums are finite, the Greek letters represent 
complex numbers and 
Now norm R with 
0 
II u II 
.2 
= j· \ + LjB.\2 - .{_ 
;{_ 
0 
x. x. = x. for each .{_ and j • 
.{_ j j 
Q 
+ L ja t. \2 prln 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
( 3 ) 
( 4) 
( 5) 
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then it is easily checked that 11 . 11 is an algebra norm 
on R . 
0 
Complete R with respect to 
0 11 . 11 
and we 
have a separable CRBA R each element of which will 
have the form of the element y in (5) except with 
possibly infinite sums involved. It follows from (1) 
that we now wish to show that nR[n] = (0) 
Examination of an arbitrary product of n elements 
of R shows that if an element of R[n] is put in the 
form of 
.\x + 
( 5) 
2:: 
i>n=1 
then it will be 
+ 
and so the only possible alternative ton R[n] = (0) 
n R[n] =(Xx. Thus if we show x E Rf 2] 
follow that nR[n] = (0) 
• 
Every element of R is of the form 
n = .\x + 2:: 
I > 7 
. 
,{_ s.x + 
,{_ I 
it will 
lS 
where Xp xk a 2n-7 2n pkn e Using ( 1) and 
(2) we see that in order to prove x is irreducible 
it will suffice to show that the product of two elements 
like nn cannot equal µx for any µ E (£ • 
105. 
Suppose ( xP lz ab_ )( I xP lz 6plzn) I x2n x2n p+lz 2n 2n-7 P n p+lz 2n 2n-7 
By equating the coefficients of xP lz X 2n-7 n equals µx. 
and using ( 1) we obtain ; ( n 2 + 3 n - 2) equations in 
n 2 + n variables : 
TERM 
X 2 0 2 1 X 2n n-
x3 2n-7 
0 
x2n 
• 
• 
n 0 
X X 2n-1 n 
XO x2 
2n-7 2n 
0 
0 
o n+7 
x2 1 x2n n-
• 
• 
,6 xt X 2n-1 2n 
COEFFICIENT EQUATION EQUATION NO. 
a70n 6 10n = n ( 2 , 0 ) 
B + a 6 10n 0 ( 3 , 0 ) a10n = 20n 20n 
• • 
• • 
a 1 On 6 (n-1)on + • • • 
+ a (n-7)on 6 10n = µ ( n, 0) 
a B = 0 07n 01n ( 0, 2 ) 
• 
a 07n 6 onn + •• • + a Onn 6 01n = µ (O,n+7) 
• • 
• • 
I a B :;:: 0 (-6,.t1 • 
i+/z=,6 ,{,j n lzpn 
j+p=t 
We will show by induction that these equations have 
no solution, thereby proving that x is irreducible in 
R • 
Given an integer /z suppose that we have shown that 
a.. = B ., = 0 for all ,{_ and j with i+ j < lz- 1 • 
,{,jn ,{,jn 
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Assume that aR. On f O . Set N = 0 to begin with. 
The equation labelled (2R.-2N,2N) reduces to 
and so B(R.-N)Nn = 0 . Equation 
(2k-2N-7,2N+1) becomes aR. On B(R.-N-J)(N+J)n = 0 and so 
8 (R.-N-7)(N+1)n = O. Continuing, equation 
(2fl-2N-j, 2N+j) yields B(R.-N-j) (N+j)n = O for each 
j = 0,1, ••• ,R.-N. Finally equation (R.-N,R.+N) gives 
BOR.n = 0 • 
Now consider equation (2R.-2N,2N+7) which is now 
reduced to aR. On B(R.-N) (N+J)n = 0 and so 
8 (R.-N)(n+1)n = O • Again, equation (2R.-2N-j, 2N+R.+7) 
yields B(R.-N-j)(N+j+J)n = 0 for j= 1,2, ••• ,R.-N. 
Similarly, for each i E 1N, equations 
(2R.-2N-j,2N+i+j) give B - 0 for ( R. -N-j) (N+j+i) n -
j = 0 , 7 , • • • , R. - .~ • Continuing with successive 
we obtain 8oR.n = 8o (h+1)n = •• = 8o (R.+i)n = O and 
eventually we have a contradiction at equation (O,n+1) 
• 
Thus a (h-l) l n # 0 , then by exactly the same argument 
as above, except this time with N = 7 we arrive at a 
contradiction. 
Similarly we successively show 
a(R. -j)jn = 0 = aj (b.-j)n for j = 2 , 3 , ... , fl • Thus by 
induction we can show that for each R. a . . = 0 whenever 
,<-jn 
i+j 2R.. This, however, conflicts with equation (n ,0) 
and so the equations have no solution. 
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Thus and n R[n] = (0) D 
(3) On [26 p.59J J. Esterle considers the problem 
of whether there is a CRBA R which possesses a 
nontrivial p.a.i. and which has no non-zero n-divisible 
subspaces for each n ER . 
If we do not require that R be an integral domain 
then we may use M.Thomas' example of a CRBA R which 
is totally reduced and which contains an element n ER 
for which n n nR I ( 0 ) [8 p.171-173] This latter property 
ensures that R has a . p.a.i. [26 p.16] 
• 
However if R is an integral domain the condition 
that R have no non-zero divisible subspaces is equivalent 
to for each n ER, and this is the case 
of interest for Esterle's problem. We shall use the 
construction of the two previous examples, which is 
particularly suited to this type of factorization question , 
to produce a CRBA R in answer to Esterle's question. 
Let R be the commutative algebra, with unit t, 
0 
generated by the symbols 
the relations: 
[Z ,Z .,A. : ;__ E 1N] 
0 ..{, ..{, 
6on n> 2 
subject to 
( 1 ) 
( 2) 
Let J denote the set of finite sequences of 
elements from 1N x ( 1N U { 0 } ) Thus if a E J X J ) ,n f: bi/ , 
( 3) 
where a . , y . E 1N 
..{, ..{, 
and B . , cS . E 1N U { 0 } 
..{, ..{, Let T 
denote the set of a in J x J such that when written 
108. 
in the form of (3) all the a . not equal to 1 are 
i 
distinct and all non-zero y . are distinct. 
i 
A word in R is an expression of form 
0 
AS 7 s R. 0 7 
0 
z n where IL = A z a E • • • • 
' a a l a k. Y7 yn 
T 
form of ( 3 ) and we follow the convention that 
powers are equated to e • Any element of R 
a linear combination of words. 
For each word IL define p(!t..) as 
a a 
R. s . n 0 . 
p(!t..) = IT IIA ~ II • IT 11 z j 11 a • 7 a . j=J y. ~= ~ j 
where 
11 A 1 11 = exp [ - ( i- 7 ) 2 j 2 J 
~ 
11 z I 11 ~ 
- 7 
= e(i-7) e_xp[(i-7)2] 
( j 2 i-1, i ~ 2) 
0 
e_xp[j 3 (i-7-j)-J] ( j > i- 1, i > 1 ) 
( ,{_ = 0 ) 
7 
Now norm R with 
0 
11 x 11 = in 6 { I I 1. I p ( Jr.. l : 
a a 
X = I t-
a E T a 
6ini;te_ 1.ium 
Jr._ } 
a 
has the 
zero 
is thus 
( 4 ) 
( 5) 
It may be readily checked from the definitions (4), (5) 
that R is a normed algebra under II . II 
0 
Let J 00 denote the set of infinite sequences of 
elements from 1N x ( 1N u { 0}) • 00 Any element of J x J 
109. 
will thus be of form 
( 6 ) 
For such an element let 
a (n) = (( a 7, s7 ), •• (ak , Bk ), ( y 7, B7 ), •• ( yn , on)) 
for each n E 1N 
• 
Now let denote those a E J x J 
which when written in form (6) have all non-zero y, 
.{_ 
distinct 
distinct 
non-zero. 
If a 
and set 
and such that 
00 
E T . is 
B 7 
IL = A 
a a 1 
p ( IL ) = fim 
a 
n-+oo 
in 
• • 
and all a, not equal to one 
.{_ 
lim p(IL ) exists and is 
n-+oo a (n) 
the form of ( 6 ) set 
Bk 8 1 
A 7. ' 0 • • • • 
a 1 Y7 
Now let R denote the algebra of sums I :\ IL 
a E Too a a 
where :\ E (£ 
a 
and the sums may be infinite, such that 
= 
00 
B E T 
00 
Clearly R is a Banach algebra and an integral domain. 
Since each element of R is quasinilpotent (this 
from ( 5) ) R is a CRBA . Since z 1 E 77 all 
remains is to show that n ILkR = ( al for each /[. 
By re la.cing all elements of type A , by 
.{_ 
follows 
that 
E R 
• 
z7 - z7zi we may uniquely represent any element of R 
as I .\ Jt 
Ci Ci 
Now if X E R 
where f(_ lS 
Ci 
k.-7 Ci • > 
• 
,{_ 
-
where each Jt is of the form 
Ci 
and 
of the 
Ci 
Z H 
. • n 
I .\ f(_ 
Ci Ci 
form 
Consequently 
. . . . 
E X 1(. R 
' 
/z E 1N ' 
( 7) then for each 
nx /2. R must equal 
110. 
( 7) 
f(_ some 
Ci 
( 0 ) • D 
111. 
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A 
9GA ::,26 
• ~.> 74 
(A .) A numb r of minor typographical errors have been 
corrected in the thesis copy. In addition there are some which 
have not been corrected 
(i) Page 4 
(ii) Page 9 
Line -2 
Line 9 
Ch 11 fl II k II ange stronger to wea er . 
After 11 • • sequence (11.) in t 
l 
add" and a sequence 
ekements .. " 
(e.) of orthogonal idempotent 
] 
If 
( iii )Page 23 , Line -11 ; Change 11 •• easy to verify .. " to 
" .. a standard result .. 11 
(iv) Page 37 , Line 14 ; Change "projection" 
(v) Page 94 , Line -13 ; Add ''II xii II /:. 0 and 
s 
to "quotient". 
II 
(vi) Page 33 , Line -4 ; Change II sup l f(j)(t) I " to 
Tl ± sup \f(k)(t)\ 
k=O 
II 
(B.) There are also three additional references to be included: 
(84) Stedman,L., Banach Algebras with One Dimensional Radical, 
Bull . Aust . Math.Soc . 27(1) 1983 p.115-119 
(85) Dales H .G., Boundaries and Peak Points for Banach Function 
Algebras, Proc.Lond.Math.Soc. (3) 22 (1971) p.121-136 
(86) La n gman,K . , Ein Funktionanalytischer Beweis des Hilbertschen 
Nullensatzes , Math . Ann . 192 (1971) p.47-50 
(C.) In addition to the typographical errors there are some 
parts of the thesis which require clarification or correction. 
(i) It should be noted that the implicit quest io n raised on 
page 29 as to whether a commutative unital Banach algebra with each 
maximal ideal finitely generated must be finite dimensional is answered 
in the affirmative by Satz 3 of referaice (86) . 
(ii) On page 45,line 6 it is asserted that xk E: Kn,when in fact 
a 11 t h a t h a s b e e n p r o v e n i s t h a t [f (;. S ( A ) : f ( x k ) = 0 j ~ V n . H o w c v e r t o 
') 
- L -
be in Kn it aluo has to be shown that xk e: K0 , and this will not 
necessarily be true. Instead Theorem 3.2.6 should be altered to: 
THEOREM 3 . 2.6 Suppose that A is a commutative unital 
separable Banach algebra. Then there is a dense subset D of rA such 
that M~ contains a superprimary element whenever ~ED. 
" Proof : The algeb r a A of Gelfand transforms is a Banach function 
algebra on t h e compact metrizable Hausdorff space S(A) in the sense 
of (85) . We may the n use [ss Theorem 2.3] to deduce that the set D 
of peak poin t s is de n se in the Silov boundary of A,which equals the 
usual Silov boundary rA If ~€.D then the r e is an element a€.. A such 
that ~(a)= 1 and \(f(a) l < 1 whenever ~€S(A) &\. Therefore 1-a 
is superprimary and in M~ 
CJ 
The corrected version of Theorem 3.2.6 still allows it to be 
used to establish Lemma 3 . 4.4. Furthermore,the proof of Corollary 
3 . 2.7 should be changed t o 
Proof If~ is a peak point then it is clear that M~ must 
contain a primary element . If,on the other hand,M~ contains a primary 
element then~ is a G6 point of PA (Lemma 3.2 . 1). Moreover since W 
is in the Choquet bou n dary of A it follows that f.P5 is a weak peak point 
(12 p . 99) and since it is a Gd point it must therefore be a peak 
point (12 p . 96) . 
0 
(iii) 
follows: 
L !1- \\ X . l\ i 
Page 81,line 8 is in error and should be corrected as 
Choose x. to converge toe in such a way that 
l 
< m A standard result from real analysis shows that 
converges in~ for each n. 
Thus we can choose cons ants d < m 
n 
such that : 
-- 3 -
n X r II . 
n+L llx kll < d n+ n for each n and all k . 
0 w II X l X 2 .. X k 1 n+ n+ n+ + x l x 2 .. x k \I n+ n+ n+ 
Thus n 
i ) n 
(iii) 
X. 
l 
/ 
converges in A. 
a 
As it stands the algebra R defined on page 107 is 
0 
not compatible with the given norm. This is because of relation (2) 
of page 107 from which we have 
any k)2 
therefore 
A2( 1 22 nm-1 rn 2m-2 = k ~+ k+ .. +mLk + (m-l)Zk + .. +Zk ) 
m = 2,3, . .. 
--1 0 . 
To rectify this redefine the norm on page 108 as before,except: 
where 
p(r ) = 
0( 
p(Z~) 
l 
k n [;. n p(AJ)i) n p(Z J) 
i=l . Oci j=l 'tj 
= 
= 
= 
= 
e 
.2 
-J 
1 
.3 
exp( i-j ) 
.2 
e-J ./f(i ,j) 
j)l 
j ( i 
i)2 
j )i 
where 
f(i,j) = 
= 1 
- 4 -
j ~ p ( i ) 
j )p (i) 
and p(i) lS chosen to satisfy ip(i) = 2p(i)p(i)r(l+p(i)) 
and r is he usual gamma function. 
We will establish first the following proposition: 
PROPOSITION 
- 2/Fe 
( a ) e . .Jie. .. ~ p ( i ) < ]ie 
(b) et)-5.. 2 exp(2kj-j-k) 
( i2_2) 
(j,k 2_1) 
( C) f(i,k) is maximised for each i at k ,where 
max 
/Tei e- j 4ei· < Ii 
,-J-; k <.1; 
max 
( d) exp( p(i) ) > f(i,k) (i2_2,k2_1). 
Proof; 
We will use Stirling's formula 
1 
j j e - j J 27r j \(j+l) . . ]27f'j 12 . < < jJe-J e J 
(a) From the definition of p(i) we have 
p(i)log (i) = log 2 + p(i)log p(i) + log (r1(p(i)+l) 
= log 2 + 2p(i)log p(i) p ( i ) + 1 0 g) 21r p ( i ) + d . 
l 
where d. < l/12p(i) . 
l 
Therefore 
log p(i) = t(l+ log i) - tp(i)- 1 (1og 2 + d. + tlog(2~p(i)) 
l 
and it is easily seen that 
l.p(i)- 1 (log 2 +d. + tlog(21rp(i)) < 2/..)ie. 
l 
(b) Clearly j+l < 2ej-l for ' ) l J_ 
S u p po s e (j ; k) $. 2 e x p ( 2 k j - j - k ) fo r a 11 j L 1 f o r s om e k > 0 . 
then (J.+kJ_+l) = ( J·+J_k) j~~:l < (J'+k) (J·+k) 
- j (l+j) ~ j exp(2j-l) 
so < 
- 5 -
2kj-j-k+2j-l 2e = ? 2(k+l)j - (j+k+l) .... e 
Therefore w may use induction on k to show that (b) holds true. 
(c) Let g(k) = 2kkr(k+l) , then 
~kg(k) = g(k) ~klog(g(k)) = g(k ) ~k (log2 + klog k + log r (k+l)) 
= g(k) (l+log k + log k + !k-l - l/12k 2 + dJ 
wh re dK. is sma 11 and pas,+, ve. 
So to find k we differentiate f(i,k) and set it equal to zero,getting 
max 
thus 
log i 1 2log k 1 -1 l/12k 2 d = + + -k + max 2 max max max 
log k !(log i -1) 1 -1 l/12k 2 dmax )/ 2 so = - ( -k + max 2 max max 
therefore Sf exp(-j ~i) < k <Jr max 
( d) log f(i,x) = xlog i - log 2 - 2xlog x + x - !log 2~x + d 
wher dis small. 
X 
1 
If x = (i/e) 2 + c then 
1 1 
log f(i,x) = (i/e) 2 log i + clog i - log 2 - ((i/e) 2 +c)(log i -1 + j) 
1 1 
+ (i/e) 2 + c - !log(2 ,r ((i/e) 2 +c)) + d 
X 
J 
2 l. log (l+ (c e/i) 2 ) . where = 2 
1 
Thus log f(i,x) = (i/e) 2 (2-j) + c(l-j) - (log 2 +!log 2~) 
- t(log i - 1 + j) + d 
X 
1 
< 2(i/e) 2 if c is small 
< 3 [i; 4 1. e 
< p(i) by (a). 
We now use this proposition to prove he following 
CLAI ! f(i,j+k) ~ f(i,j)f(i , k) e- 2 jk j,k~l 
Proof : (1) Tf j~ p(i) then j+k >p(i) and we need to verify that 
2 "k 
e J > f(i,k). 
X 
- 6 -
This is only a problem if k<p(i),so we need to show that 
e 2 kp(i) > f(i,k) k <p(i) 
and this follows directly from part (d) of the Proposition on page 4. 
(2) If j<p(i) and k<p(i) and j+k 2 p(i) ,then we need to show 
exp(2jk) 2 f(i,j)f(i,k) = ij+k/4j!k!jjkk j,k <p(i). 
Since j+k?p(i) one of j or k , say j,is greater than !p(i),so 
exp(2jk) ~ exp(kp(i)). If k=l then it is easy to see that 
exp(p(i)) > f(i,j)f(i,k) 
since f(i,k)=!i and j2 p(i)-1 . However if k22 then 
ekp(i) > e 2 p(i) = ep(i) ep(i) > f(i,j)f(i,k) 
by part (d) of the Proposition. 
(3) If j<p(i),k<p(i) and j+k < p(i) we need to show that 
The right hand side of the above 
!(l+ k/j)j(l+ j/k)k (j;k) < 
by part (b) of the Proposition. 
is equal to 
! ek+j et) < 2k. e J 
It follows from this that p(A~) is submultiplicative . 
l 
Consider an element r = I~ r of R . By substituting powers 
o< ex o 
of Ak+z 1zk for powers of z 1 we can minimize p(r). It will be 
sufficient to prove that p(r)!O if we can show this for a word r . 
Now 
To 
S Zm uppose r ~ = l rr 
. . . 
minimize p(r ) it lS 
C( 
C( 
where r~ has no z 1 factor. 
clear from the definitions on page 3 that 
we wish to maximise he powers of Ak and increase k. So we use the 
same k to replace z 1 by Ak + z 1zk and expand zr as follows: 
p= 1, 2, 3, .. . 
We now use this expansion for r~ = zr rp = 
- 7 -
A~r~ ( l+(m~l) Zk+ 
mp-m m mp 
r' .. +Zk )+ .. +z 1zk r/3 = o( 
Now let Kl = fk: r fj contains zk as a fact or j 
K2 = [k: r contains Ak as a factor] t, 
Ca s e O n e : p m ~ k ond k t K 1 , t h e n 
p(r~) L p(27z~mr/>) = p(Zrrf) = p(r,,.) . 
Case Two : pm >k and k ,e K1UK 2 
p(r.;,) > p(A~r~ Cl+(m~i) Zk + .. + ( :~l[k/m~zt/m])) see* below 
Now 
= m ( m ) ( m + r k / m)' P ( A k ) P ( r ~ ) ( 1 +6 - 1 + · · + m - 1 ) ) 
_ p ( r ~ ) p ( A~) ( m: (k / mJ) 
rm+ [k/m] 
\ m 
= ( [k/m] +l ) .. ( [k/m] +m) 
m! 
p(r') > p(Zm1 )p(r ) = p(r ) . ~ ~ ~ 
Therefore 
p(r') > 
C( 
min 
> 0 . 
It follows therefore that (Ir I\ I= 0 . 
ti( 
* [ · j denotes the integer part 
(m:_(~/m]Jzt /m~): 
k<:K 1UK 2 j 
